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� Introduction
This chapter provides an introduction to the interaction between category
theory and mathematical logic� Category theory describes properties of
mathematical structures via their transformations or �morphisms�� On the
other hand mathematical logic provides languages for formalizing proper

ties of structures directly in terms of their constituent parts�elements of
sets functions between sets relations on sets and so on� It might seem
that the kind of properties that can be described purely in terms of mor

phisms and their composition would be quite limited� However beginning
with the attempt of Lawvere ��	�� �	�� �	�	 �	��� to reformulate the
foundations of mathematics using the language of category theory the de

velopment of categorical logic over the last three decades has shown that
this is far from true� Indeed it turns out that many logical constructs
can be characterized in terms of relatively few categorical ones principal
among which is the concept of adjoint functor� In this chapter we will see
such categorical characterizations for amongst other things the notions of
variable substitution propositional connectives and quanti�ers equality
and various type
theoretic constructs� We assume that the reader is fa

miliar with some of the basic notions of category theory such as functor
natural transformation �co�limit and adjunction� see Poign�e�s chapter on
Basic Category Theory in Vol� I of this handbook or any of the several
introductions to category theory slanted towards computer science which
now exist such as �Barr and Wells �		�� �Pierce �		���

Overview

There are three recurrent themes in the material we present�

Categorical semantics� Many systems of logic can only be modelled in a
su�ciently complete way by going beyond the usual set
based structures of
classical model theory� Categorical logic introduces the idea of a structure
valued in a category C with the classical model
theoretic notion of structure
�Chang and Keisler �	��� appearing as the special case when C is the
category of sets and functions� For a particular logical concept one seeks
to identify what properties �or extra structure� are needed in an arbitrary
category to interpret the concept in a way that respects given logical axioms
and rules� A well
known example is the interpretation of simply typed
lambda calculus in cartesian closed categories �see Section �����
Such categorical semantics can provide a completely general and often

quite simple formulation of what is required to model �a theory in� the
logic� This has proved useful in cases where more traditional set
theoretic
methods of de�ning a notion of model either lack generality or are in

conveniently complicated to describe or both� Seely�s ��	��� modelling of
various impredicative type theories such as the Girard
Reynolds polymor

phic lambda calculus �Girard �	��� �Reynolds �	��� is an example of this�
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see �Reynolds and Plotkin �		�� and �Pitts �	�� �	�	� for instances of the
use of categorical models in this case�

Internal languages� Category theory has evolved a characteristic form of
proof by �diagram
chasing� to establish properties expressible in category
theoretic terms� In complex cases such arguments can be di�cult to con

struct and hard to follow because of the rather limited forms of expression
of purely category
theoretic language� Categorical logic enables the use of
richer �and more familiar� forms of expression for establishing properties
of particular kinds of category� One �rst de�nes a suitable �internal lan

guage� naming the relevant constituents of the category and then applies a
categorical semantics to turn assertions in a suitable logic over the internal
language into corresponding categorical statements� Such a procedure has
become most highly developed in the theory of toposes where the internal
language of a topos coupled with the semantics of intuitionistic higher or

der logic in toposes enables one to reason about the objects and morphisms
of a topos �as though they were sets and functions� �provided one reasons
constructively�� see �Mac Lane and Moerdijk �		� VI��� �Bell �	��� or
�McLarty �		� Chp� ���� This technique has been particularly helpful for
working with toposes that contain �sets� that have properties incompatible
with classical logic� cases in point are the modelling of the untyped lambda
calculus in terms of objects that retract onto their own function space by
D� Scott ��	��� and the Moggi
Hyland modelling of the Girard
Reynolds
polymorphic lambda calculus by an internal full subcategory of the e�ective
topos of Hyland ��	����

Term�model constructions� In many cases the categorical semantics of a
particular kind of logic provides the basis for a correspondence between
formal theories in the logic and instances of the appropriate kind of cate

gory� In one direction the correspondence associates to such a category the
theory induced by its internal language� In the other direction one has to
give a �term
model� construction manufacturing an instance of the required
categorical structure out of the syntax of the theory� An example of such a
correspondence is that between theories in ��
equational logic over simply
typed lambda calculus and cartesian closed categories� Another example
is the correspondence between theories in extensional higher order intu

itionistic logic and toposes� These are both examples in which a variety
of category theory was discovered to correspond to a pre
existing type of
logic with interesting consequences for both sides of the equation� On the
other hand some varieties of category embodying important mathematical
constructs have required the invention of new types of logic to establish
such a theory�category correspondence� A prime example of this is the
notion of category with �nite limits �variously termed a cartesian or a lex
category� for which a number of di�erent logics have been devised� the es�
sentially algebraic theories of Freyd ��	��� the lim�theories of Coste ��	�	
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Section �� and the generalized algebraic theories of Cartmell �see Section ��
can all be used for this purpose although each has its drawbacks�
Categories arising from theories via term
model constructions can usu


ally be characterized up to equivalence by a suitable universal property
�cf� Theorem ����� for example�� This has enabled meta
theoretic prop

erties of logics to be proved via categorical algebra� For example Freyd�s
proof of the existence and disjunction properties in intuitionistic logic is a
case in point �see �Freyd and Scedrov �		� Appendix B������ It makes use
of a categorical construction variously called sconing or glueing� The same
construction was used by Lafont to prove a strong conservativity result for
the simply typed lambda calculus generated by an algebraic theory� see
�Crole �		� Section ������ A categorical construction closely related to
glueing was used in �Crole and Pitts �		�� to prove an existence property
for a logic for �xed point recursion� One of the strengths of the categorical
approach to logic is that the same categorical construction can sometimes
be applied to obtain results for a number of di�erent logics�

Contents of this chapter

We will not attempt a complete survey of all aspects of categorical logic
that have been used or might be used in computer science applications�
The author doubts that this can be done within the con�nes of a single
chapter whilst avoiding super�ciality� Instead we present a basic core of
material in some detail�
Section � explains the categorical semantics of many
sorted equational

logic in a category with �nite products� Although the material involved
is quite straightforward we treat it carefully and in some detail since it
provides the foundation for what we do in the rest of the chapter� Even
at this simple level some important general features emerge�such as the
role of �nite products for modelling terms with several variables �indepen

dently of the presence of product types in the logic�� Section � considers
the categorical semantics of some simple type constructors� We attempt to
demonstrate that the necessary categorical structure for a particular type
constructor can be derived from its introduction elimination and equality
rules in a systematic way given the basic framework of Section ��a �do

it
yourself categorical logic� to echo the title of �Backhouse et al� �	�	��
Then in Section � we consider a term
model construction for equational
logic �with or without simple types� and the resulting theory�category cor

respondence�
The rest of the chapter builds on this material in two orthogonal di


rections� In Section � we consider the categorical semantics of �rst order
predicate logic using a version of Lawvere�s �hyperdoctrines�� In Section �
we present the author�s distillation of several related approaches to equa

tional logic with dependent types� Finally Section � gives pointers to the
literature on aspects of categorical logic not treated here�
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� Equational Logic
It has proved useful in many situations to generalize the usual notion of
algebraic structure by endowing the carrier set �or sets in the many
sorted
case� with some extra mathematical structure and insisting that the opera

tions of the algebra preserve that structure� An example from the realm of
programming semantics is the use of algebras whose carriers are domains
and whose operations are continuous�see �Goguen et al� �	���� Organiz

ing the relevant mathematical structures and structure
preserving functions
into a category C algebras with such extra structure can be viewed as a
natural generalization of the usual notion of algebra� instead of using alge

bras valued in the category Set of sets and functions one is using algebras
valued in the particular category C� To make sense of this notion for a
general category it is su�cient that it possess �nite products� To motivate
the interpretation of algebraic structure at this level of generality let us
see how to recast the usual set
based semantics in a way that emphasises
functions between sets rather than elements of sets�
Suppose then that we are given a many
sorted signature Sg consisting

of some sort symbols � and some typed function symbols

F � ��� � � � � �n �� � �

Fixing disjoint countably in�nite sets of variables for each sort symbol the
�open� terms over Sg and their sorts are de�ned in the usual way� if x is a
variable of sort � then x is a term of sort �� and if F � ��� � � � � �n �� � is a
function symbol andM�� � � � �Mn are terms of sorts ��� � � � � �n respectively
then F �M�� � � � �Mn� is a term of sort �� �In case n � � F is just a constant
and we abbreviate F �� to F �� We will write M � � to indicate that M is a
term of sort ��
Recall that a set
valued structure for Sg is speci�ed by giving a set �����

for each sort symbol � and a function ��F �� � ������ � � � � � ���n�� �� ��� �� for
each function symbol F � ��� � � � � �n �� � � The set ������� � � � � ���n�� is the
cartesian product of the sets ���i�� and so consists of n
tuples �a�� � � � � an�
with ai � ���i��� In the case n � � this cartesian product contains just
one element the �
tuple �� and so specifying the function ��F �� amounts to
picking a particular element of ������
Given such a structure for Sg the usual environment
style semantics

for terms is de�ned by structural induction�

��x���
def
� ��x�

��F �M�� � � � �Mn����
def
� ��F �����M����� � � � � ��Mn����

where the �environment� � is a �nite partial function assigning elements
of the structure to variables �respecting their sorts�� Then an equation
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between two terms M � N  is satis�ed by the structure if for all environ

ments de�ned on the variables occurring in M and N  ��M ��� and ��N ��� are
equal elements of the structure
This explanation of the meaning of terms and equations is couched in

terms of elements of sets� However we can reformulate it in terms of func�
tions between sets and using only category
theoretic properties of Set � This
reformulation will allow us to replace the category Set of sets and functions
by other suitable categories� First note that for any �xed list of distinct
variables �x � ��� � � � � xn � �n� the set of environments de�ned just on this
set of variables is in bijection with the cartesian product ������� � � � � ���n���
Then the mapping � �� ��M ��� determines a function �������� � �����n�� �� ��� ��
�assumingM has sort �� which captures the meaning of the termM in the
structure� In particular the satisfaction of an equation amounts to the
equality of the corresponding functions� So we can get a semantics ex

pressed via functions rather than elements if we give meaning not to a
naked term but rather to a �term
in
context� that is to a term together
with a list of distinct variables containing at least those which actually oc

cur in the term� This also allows us to drop the syntactic convention that
occurrences of variables in terms be explicitly typed by recording the sort
of a variable just once in the context� The next section summarizes this
approach to the syntax�

��� Syntactic Considerations

Suppose given a many
sorted signature Sg as above and a �xed countably
in�nite set of variables Var�

De�nition ������ A context � is a �nite list �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� of
�variable� sort�
pairs subject to the condition that x�� � � � � xn are distinct�
we will write var��� for the �nite set fx�� � � � � xng of variables in �� We
will write �� x � � to indicate the result of extending � by assigning the sort
� to a variable x �� var���� similarly the result of appending two contexts
whose sets of variables are disjoint will be indicated by �����

A term�in�context takes the form

M � � ��� �����

where M is a term � is a sort and � is a context over the given signature
Sg� The well
formed terms
in
context are inductively generated by the two
rules

x � � ��� x � �����
�����

M� � �� ��� � � �Mn � �n ���

F �M�� � � � �Mn� � � ���
�����
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M �M � � ���
�����

M �M � � � ���

M � �M � � ���
�����

M �M � � � ��� M � �M �� � � ���

M �M �� � � ���
�����

M �M � � � ��� N � N � � � ��� x � �����

N �M�x� � N ��M ��x� � � ������
���	�

Fig� �� Equational Logic

where in ����� F � ��� � � � � �n �� � is any function symbol in the given
signature�
A rule for substitution is derivable from rules ����� and ������

M � � ��� N � � ��� x � �����

�N �M�x�� � � ������
�����

where N �M�x� denotes the result of substituting M for x in N � A rule for
weakening contexts is a special case of ������

M � � ���

M � � ������
� �����

An equation�in�context takes the form M � M � � � ��� where � is a
context � is a sort and M�M � are terms satisfying M � � ��� and M � �
� ���� We will consider a �many
sorted� algebraic theory Th  to consist
of a signature Sg together with a collection of equations
in
context over
Sg called the axioms of Th � The theorems of Th are the equations
in

context over Sg that are provable from the axioms of Th using the rules of
equational logic� These rules are shown in Fig� ��

��� Categorical Semantics

Throughout this section C will be a �xed category with �nite products�
The product of a �nite list �X�� � � � � Xn� of objects in C will be denoted by
X� � � � � �Xn with product projection morphisms

�j � X� � � � � �Xn �� Xj �

Given morphisms fi � Y �� Xi

hf�� � � � � fni � Y �� X� � � � � �Xn
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will denote the unique morphism whose compositions with each �i is fi�
For de�niteness we will assume that the product X� � � � � �Xn is de�ned
by induction on the length of the list �X�� � � � � Xn� using a terminal object
� and binary products � � �� Thus the product of the empty list is ��
and inductively the product of a list �X�� � � � � Xn� Xn��� of length n�� is
given by the binary product �X� � � � � �Xn��Xn���
A structure in C for a given signature Sg is speci�ed by giving an object

����� in C for each sort � and a morphism ��F �� � ������� � � � � ���n�� �� ��� �� in
C for each function symbol F � ��� � � � � �n �� � � �In case n � � this means
that a structure assigns a global element ��c�� � � �� ��� �� to a constant c � � ��
Given such a structure for each context � � x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n term M
and sort � for which M � � ��� holds we will de�ne a morphism in C�

��M � � ����� � ����� �� ��� ��

where ����� denotes the product ������ � � � � � ���n��� Note that the rules for
deriving well
formed terms
in
context are such that for each � M and � 
there is at most one way to derive M � � ���� The de�nition of ��M � � �����
can therefore be given by induction on the structure of this derivation�
Since it is also the case that � is uniquely determined by � and M  we
will abbreviate ��M � � ����� to ��M ������ The de�nition has two clauses
corresponding to rules ����� and ������

��xi�x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n���
def
� �i

��F �M�� � � � �Mn������
def
� ��F �� � h��M������� � � � ��Mn�����i

Lemma ����� �Semantics of substitution�� In the categorical seman�
tics of terms�in�context� substitution of a term for a variable in a term is
interpreted via composition in the category� Speci�cally� if Mi � �i ��

�� for
i � �� � � � � n� and if N � � ��� with � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n�� then

���N � 	M�	x�������� � ��N ����� � h��M���
����� � � � � ��Mn��

����i

where N � 	M�	x� denotes the result of simultaneously substituting Mi for xi
�i � �� � � � � n� in N � �Note that �N � 	M�	x�� � � ���� holds by repeated use of
�������

The lemma is proved by induction on the structure of N � By taking
the terms Mi to be suitable variables one obtains the following result as a
special case�

Corollary ����� �Semantics of weakening�� Suppose that N � � ���
and that �� is another context that contains � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� as
a sub�list� Then ��N ������ � ��N ����� � �� where � � h�m���� � � � � �m�n�i with
m�i� the position in �� of the variable xi�
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Suppose M � M � � � ��� is an equation
in
context over a given sig

nature Sg� Since M � � ��� and M � � ��� are required to hold a
structure in C for Sg gives rise via the above de�nition to morphisms
��M ������ ��M ������ � ����� �� ������ The structure is said to satisfy the equation

in
context if these morphisms are equal� If Th is an algebraic theory over
Sg then the structure is a Th�algebra in C if it satis�es all the axioms of Th �
There are very many di�erent categories with �nite products and algebras
for an algebraic theory in one may have very di�erent detailed structure
from algebras for the same theory in another category� Nevertheless the
following proposition shows that whatever the underlying category we can
still use the familiar kind of equational reasoning embodied by the rules in
Fig� � whilst preserving satisfaction of equations�

Theorem ����� �Soundness�� Let C be a category with �nite products
and Th an algebraic theory� Then a Th�algebra in C satis�es any equation�
in�context which is a theorem of Th�

Proof� The properties of equality of morphisms in C imply that the col

lection of equations
in
context satis�ed by the Th
algebra is closed under
rules ����� ����� and ����� in Fig� �� Closure under rule ���	� is a conse

quence of Lemma ������

The converse of this theorem namely the completeness of the categori

cal semantics for equational logic will be a consequence of the material in
Section ����

Summary� We conclude this section by summarizing the important fea

tures of the categorical semantics of terms and equations in a category with
�nite products�

� Sorts are interpreted as objects�

� A term is only interpreted in a context �an assignment of sorts to
�nitely many variables� containing at least the variables mentioned
in the term and such a term
in
context is interpreted as a morphism
with�

	 the codomain of the morphism determined by the sort of the
term�

	 the domain of the morphism determined by the context�
	 variables interpreted as product projection morphisms �identity
morphisms being a special case of these��

	 substitution of terms for variables interpreted via composition
and pairing�

	 weakening of contexts interpreted via composition with a prod

uct projection morphism�

� An equation is only considered in a context �containing at least the
variables mentioned� and such an equation
in
context is satis�ed if
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the two morphisms interpreting the equated terms
in
context are ac

tually equal in the category�

��� Internal Languages

The interpretation of equational logic described in the the previous section
provides a means of describing certain properties of a category C with �nite
products as though its objects were sets of elements and its morphisms
functions between those sets� To do this we use the terms over a many

sorted signature SgC naming the objects and morphisms of C� The sorts
of SgC are the objects of C� and for each non
empty list X�� � � � � Xn� Y of
objects the function symbols of type X�� � � � � Xn �� Y are the morphisms
f � X��� � ��Xn �� Y in C� Of course the size of this signature depends on
the size of C� it will have a set of symbols rather than a proper class only
if C is small �i�e� has only a set of morphisms�� For the sake of clarity we
are not making a notational distinction between a symbol in SgC and the
element of C that it names� as a result a morphism f � X��� � ��Xn �� Y
occurs in SgC both as an n
ary function symbol of type X�� � � � � Xn �� Y
and as a unary one of type X� � � � � �Xn �� Y �
The terms
in
context over this signature constitute a language for de


scribing morphisms of C�a so
called internal language for C � The connec

tion between these terms
in
context and the morphisms they describe is
given by means of the evident structure for SgC in C which maps sym

bols in SgC to the corresponding objects and morphisms in C� Given
M � Y �x� � X�� � � � � xn � Xn� the de�nitions of Section ��� applied to
this structure yield a morphism

��M �x� � X�� � � � � xn � Xn��� � X� � � � � �Xn �� Y

in C�
We will not refer to this structure for SgC in C by name but simply say

that �C satis�es M � N � X ���� if the structure satis�es this equation
in

context� The following results are easy exercises in the use of the categorical
semantics�

Proposition ������

�i� Two parallel morphisms in C� f� g � X �� X� are equal if and only if
C satis�es f�x� � g�x� � X �x � X ��

�ii� A morphism f � X �� X in C is the identity on X if and only if C
satis�es f�x� � x � X �x � X ��

�iii� A morphism f � X �� Z is the composition of g � X �� Y and
h � Y �� Z if and only if C satis�es f�x� � h�g�x�� � Z �x � X ��

�iv� An object T is a terminal object in C if and only if there is some
morphism t � � �� T satisfying x � t � T �x � T ��

�v� X
p

� Z

q
�� Y is a binary product diagram in C if and only if there
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is some morphism r � X � Y �� Z satisfying

p�r�x� y�� � x � X �x � X� y � Y �

q�r�x� y�� � y � Y �x � X� y � Y �

r�p�z�� q�z�� � z � Z �z � Z��

The internal language of C makes it look like a category of sets and
functions� given an object X  its �elements� in the language are the terms
M of sort X � and a morphism f � X �� Y yields a function sending
�elements� M of sort X to �elements� f�M� of sort Y � However in the
internal language the �elements� of X depend upon the context� and these
elements are interpreted as morphisms to X in C whose domain is the
interpretation of the context� Thus we can think of morphisms x � I �� X
in C as generalized elements of X at stage I and will write x �I X to
indicate this�
A particular case is when I is the terminal object �� the generalized

elements of an object at stage � are more normally called its global elements�
In general it is not su�cient to restrict attention to global elements in order
to describe properties of C� For example each morphism f � X �� Y yields
via composition a function taking generalized elements of X at each stage
I  x �I X  to generalized elements of Y at the same stage �f � x� �I Y �
Two such morphisms f� g � X �� Y are equal just in case they determine
equal functions on generalized elements at all stages  but are not necessarily
equal if they determine the same functions just on global elements� Call
a category with terminal object well�pointed if for all f� g � X �� Y in C
f � g whenever f �x � g �x for all global elements x � � �� X � Typically
categories of sets equipped with extra structure and structure
preserving
functions are well
pointed and algebraic structures in such categories are
closely related to corresponding set
valued structures via the use of global
elements� If we only consider algebras in such well
pointed categories we
lose the ability to model certain phenomena� Here is a little example stolen
from �Goguen and Meseguer �	��� to do with �empty sorts��

Example ������ Consider the usual algebraic theory of boolean alge

bras �with sort bool and operations T� F������� augmented with a second
sort hegel and a function symbol C � hegel �� bool satisfying the axiom
�C�x�� � C�x� � bool �x � hegel�� Then T � F � bool �x � hegel� is a the

orem of this theory but T � F � bool �� is not� Any set
valued model of
the theory that assigns a non
empty set to hegel must identify T and F �
However there are models in non
well
pointed categories for which hegel is
non
empty �in the sense of not being an initial object��
For example consider the category �
�Set � of set
valued functors and

natural transformations from the ordinal 
 �which is a poset hence a cat

egory�� A more concrete description of �
�Set � is as the category of �sets
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evolving through �discrete� time�� The objects are sets X equipped with
a function E � X �� 
 recording that x � X exists at time E�x� � 

together with a function ���� � X �� X describing how elements evolve
from one instant to the next and hence which is required to satisfy E�x�� �
E�x���� A morphism between two such objects f � X �� Y  is a function
between the sets which preserves existence �E�f�x�� � E�x�� and evolu

tion �f�x�� � f�x���� The global sections of X are in bijection with the
elements which exist at the beginning of time fx � X j E�x� � �g� So this
category is easily seen to not be well
pointed� One can model the algebraic
theory of the previous paragraph in this category by interpreting bool as the
set having two distinct elements at time � that evolve to a unique element
at time � and interpreting hegel as the set with no elements at time � and
a single element thereafter� �This interpretation for hegel is di�erent from
the initial object of �
�Set � which has no elements at any time��

The internal language of a category with just �nite products is of rather
limited usefulness because of the very restricted forms of expression and
judgement in equational logic� However internal languages over richer log

ics can be used as powerful tools for proving complicated �arrow
theoretic�
results by more familiar looking �element
theoretic� arguments� See �Bell
�	��� for extended examples of this technique in the context of topos theory
and higher order predicate logic� The use of categorical semantics in non

well
pointed categories gives us an increase in ability to construct useful
models compared with the more traditional �sets
and
elements� approach�
The work of Reynolds and Oles ��	��� on the semantics of block struc

ture using functor categories is an example� �As the example above shows
functor categories are not well
pointed in general�� See �Mitchell and Scott
�	�	� for a comparison of the categorical and set
theoretic approaches in
the case of the simply typed lambda calculus�

� Categorical Datatypes
This section explores the categorical treatment of various type constructors�
We postpone considering types that depend upon variables until section �
and concentrate here upon �simple� types with no such dependencies� We
will consider properties of these types expressible within the realm of equa

tional logic� so from the work in the previous section we know that at the
categorical level we must start with a category with �nite products and ask
what more it should satisfy in order to model a particular type constructor�
We hope to demonstrate that the necessary categorical structure for a par

ticular type constructor can be derived from its introduction elimination
and equality rules in a systematic way given the basic framework of the
previous section�
In fact what emerges is an interplay between type theory and cate


gorical structure� To model the term
forming operations associated with
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a type constructor one needs certain structures in a category� but then
the characterization �up to isomorphism� of these structures via categori

cal properties �typically adjointness properties� sometimes suggests extra
semantically meaningful rules to add to the logic�

Meta�linguistic conventions

The term
forming operations we will consider in this and subsequent sec

tions will contain various forms of variable
binding with associated notions
of free and bound variables and substitution� To deal with all this in a uni

form manner we adopt a higher
order meta
language of �arities and expres

sions� as advocated by Martin
L�of� See �Nordstr�om et al� �		� Chapter
�� for an extended discussion of this approach� For our purposes it is su�

cient to take this meta
theory to be a simply typed lambda calculus with
�
 �
 and �
conversion whose terms will be called meta�expressions� The
result of applying meta
expression e to meta
expression e� will be denoted
e�e�� with a repeated application such as e�e���e��� abbreviated to e�e�� e����
in certain situations the application e�e�� will be written ee� � Lambda
abstraction in the meta
language will be denoted �x�e with a repeated
lambda abstraction such as �x��y�e abbreviated to �x� y�e� Equality of
meta
expressions up to �
 �
 and �
conversion will be denoted e � e��
Thus one has �x�e � �y��e�y�x�� ��x�e��e�� � e�e��x� and �x��e�x�� � e�
The types of the meta
language will be called arities� For the moment

we will assume that the arities are built up from two ground arities Types
and Terms standing respectively for the syntactic categories of object
language types and object language terms� Higher function arities will be
indicated by Arity � Arity

�� So for example Types � Terms is the
arity of functions assigning a term expression to each type expression� For
a many
sorted signature Sg as in Section � we now regard the function
symbols F of Sg are meta
constants of arity Termsn � Terms for various
n and regard the sorts as meta
constants of arity Types� The countably
in�nite set Var of variables used in that section will be identi�ed with the
metavariables of arity Terms�
Throughout this section we will assume that such a signature Sg has

been given� On the category
theoretic side C will denote a category with
at least �nite products and we assume that a structure for Sg in C has
been given� The simple types and their associated terms will be built up
over the sorts of Sg� In this context it is more usual to refer to the sorts of
Sg as ground types� As before terms and equations will only be considered
in the presence of �nite contexts assigning types to variables�

Remark ����� �Uniqueness of typing derivations and uniqueness
of types�� The various rules we will give for forming terms
in
context
and equations
in
context are meant to augment the basic ones of equa

tional logic given in Section � �i�e� ����� ����� and ������������� The new
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rules retain the property that there is at most one derivation of a typing
judgement M � � ���� Thus the de�nition of its meaning as a morphism
��M ����� � ����� �� ����� in C can be given unambiguously by induction on the
structure of this derivation� The same is true for the rules considered in
Section �� It is only when we come to consider dependent type theories
in Section � that this property breaks down and a more careful approach
to the categorical semantics must be adopted� We will also take care to
retain the property of derivable typing judgements M � � ��� that � is
uniquely determined by the term M and the context �� This is the reason
for the appearance of type subscripts in the syntax given below for the
introduction terms of disjoint union function and list types�

Remark ����� �Implicit contexts�� In order to make the statement
of rules less cluttered from now on we will adopt the convention that
a left
hand part of a context will not be shown if it is common to all
the judgements in a rule� Thus for example rule ����� below is really an
abbreviation for

C � � � �� ��� N�x� � � ��� x � �� N ��x�� � � ��� x� � ��

case�C�N�N �� � � ���

Remark ����� �Congruence rules�� The introduction and elimination
rules for the various datatype constructors to be given below have associ

ated with them congruence rules expressing the fact that the term
forming
constructions respect equality� For example the congruence rules corre

sponding to ����� and ����� are�

M� �M� � �

inl���M�� � inl���M�� � � � ��

M �
� �M �

� � �
�

inl��M
�
�� � inl��M

�
�� � � � ��

C� � C� � � � �� N��x� � N��x� � � �x � �� N �
��x� � N �

��x� � � �x � ��

case�C�� N�� N
�
�� � case�C�� N�� N�� � � �

�

We will not bother to give such congruence rules explicitly in what follows�

��� Disjoint union types

We will use in�x notation and write � � �� rather than ���� ��� for the
disjoint union of two types � and ��� �Thus this type constructor has arity
Types� Types� Types�� The rules for introducing terms of type ����

are
M � �

inl���M� � � � ��
M � � ��

inr��M
�� � � � ��

�����

and the corresponding elimination rule is
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C � � � �� N�x� � � �x � �� N ��x�� � � �x� � ��

case�C�N�N �� � �
�����

What structure in a category C with �nite products is needed to de�ne
��M ����� in the presence of these new term
forming operations� We already
have at our disposal the general framework for interpreting equational logic
in categories with �nite products given in the previous section� Since this
is our �rst example of the technique we will proceed with some care in
applying this framework�

Formation� Since types � get interpreted as objects X � ����� of C we
need a binary operation X�X � �� X �X � on objects in order to interpret
the formation of disjoint union types as�

��� � ����
def
� ����� � ������

Introduction� Since terms
in
context M � � ��� get interpreted as mor

phisms from I � ����� to X � ����� to interpret the introduction rules �����
we need functions on hom
sets of the form

C�I�X� �� C�I�X �X �� C�I�X �� �� C�I�X �X ��

that can be applied to ��M ����� and ��M ������ respectively to give the interpre

tation of inl���M� and inr��M

��� Now in the syntax substitution commutes
with term formation and since substitution is interpreted by composition
in C it is necessary that the above functions be natural in I � Therefore
by the Yoneda Lemma �see �Mac Lane �	�� III���� there are morphisms
X �� X � X � and X � �� X � X � which induce the above functions on
hom
sets via composition� So associated with the object X �X � we need
morphisms

inlX�X� � X �� X �X � and inrX�X� � X �� X �X �

and can then de�ne

��inl���M������
def
� inl������������ � ��M �����

��inr��M
�������

def
� inr������������ � ��M �����

Elimination� Turning now to the interpretation of the elimination rule
����� we need a ternary function on hom
sets of the form

caseI � C�I�X �X ��� C�I �X�Y �� C�I �X �� Y � �� C�I� Y �

and as before it must be natural in I because of the way that substitution
is modelled by composition in C� Naturality here means that for each
g � I � �� I
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caseI�c� n� n
�� � g � caseI��c � g� n � �g � id�� n� � �g � id���

Applying this with �� n � ��� � id� and n� � ��� � id� for c n and n�

respectively gives

caseI�c� n� n
�� � caseI��X�X������ n � ��� � id�� n� � ��� � id�� � hid� ci

since ���hid� ci � c and ����id���hid� ci�id� � id� So in fact caseI�c� n� n
��

can be expressed more fundamentally as a composition fnjn�gI � hid� ci
where

f�j�gI � C�I �X�Y �� C�I �X �� Y � �� C�I � �X �X ��� Y � �����

is a family of functions natural in I � Thus the semantics of case
terms
becomes�

��case�C�N�N �������
def
� f��N�x���� x � ����j��N ��x����� x� � �����g������hid� ��C�����i�

Equality� Next we consider equality rules for � � ��� Consider �rst the
familiar rules�

M � � N�x� � � �x � �� N ��x�� � � �x� � ���

case�inl���M�� N�N
�� � N�M� � �

�����

M � � �� N�x� � � �x � �� N ��x�� � � �x� � ���

case�inr��M
��� N�N �� � N ��M �� � �

�����

Writingm � I �� X for ��M ����� m� � I �� X � for ��M ������ n � I�X �� Y
for ��N�x���� x � ���� and n� � I �X � �� Y for ��N ��x����� x� � ����� then from
above we have that ��case�inl���M�� N�N

������� is fnjn�gI � hid� inlX�X� �mi
and ��case�inr��M�� N�N

������� is fnjn�gI � hid� inrX�X� �mi� From Lemma
����� giving the semantics of substitution we also have that ��N�M������ is
n � hid�mi and that ��N�M ������� is n� � hid�mi� Consequently the structure
on C for interpreting terms associated with disjoint union types described
above is sound for the rules ����� and ����� provided the equations

fnjn�gI � hid� inlX�X� �mi � n � hid�mi

fnjn�gI � hid� inrX�X� �mi � n� � hid�mi

hold for allm�n and n� �with appropriate domains and codomains�� Clearly
for this it is su�cient to require for all n and n� that

fnjn�gI � hid� inlX�X�i � n �����
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fnjn�gI � hid� inrX�X�i � n� �����

and the naturality of f�j�gI ensures that ����� and ����� are also necessary
for the previous two equations to hold for all m n and n��
So we require that f�j�g� provides a natural left inverse to the natural

transformation

h�id � inlX�X���� �id� inrX�X���i �

C��� �X �X ��� Y � �� C���X�Y �� C���X �� Y � �����

which sends f to �f � �id� inlX�X��� f � �id� inrX�X���� If furthermore we
require that it provide a two
sided inverse so that

f � ff � �id � inlX�X��jf � �id � inrX�X��gI ���	�

then the categorical semantics becomes sound for a further rule for �� ��
namely�

C � � � �� F �z� � � �z � � � ���

case�C� �x�F �inl���x��� �x
��F �inr��x

���� � F �C� � �
������

�Recall that an expression like �x�F �inl���x�� denotes a lambda abstraction
in the meta
language��
If we think of ����� and ����� as the ��
rules� for disjoint union then

������ is an ��
rule�� As we will see the rule is necessary if we wish � � ��

to be characterized up to isomorphism by � and ���
Now taking the component of ����� at the terminal object � and using

the canonical isomorphisms �� � �� ��� �� ��� gives that

hinl�X�X� � inr�X�X�i � C�X �X �� Y � �� C�X�Y �� C�X �� Y �

is a bijection for each Y � By de�nition this means that

X
inlX�X�


� X �X � inrX�X�

�� X �

is a binary coproduct diagram in C� We will denote the inverse bijection
to hinl�X�X� � inr�X�X�i at a pair of morphisms f � X �� Y� f � � X � �� Y by

�
f
f �

�
� X �X � �� Y�

So we are led to require that C have binary coproducts� But this is not
all� we can now compose the the natural bijection ����� with
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C���X�Y �� C���X �� Y � �� C����X� � ���X ��� Y �

to deduce that for each I�X�X � composition with the canonical morphism

d
def
�

�
id� inlX�X�

id� inrX�X�

�
� �I �X� � �I �X �� �� I � �X �X �� ������

induces a bijection on hom
sets and hence by the Yoneda Lemma that d
must be an isomorphism� In this case we say that binary products distribute
over binary coproducts in C or simply that C has stable binary coproducts�
Thus the construct f�j�g� takes n � I �X �� Y and n� � I �X � �� Y
to

fnjn�gI
def
�

�
n
n�

�
� d�� � I � �X �X �� �� Y

De�ning satisfaction of equations
in
context over this richer collection
of terms just as in Section ��� the Soundness Theorem ����� extends to
include the equality rules for disjoint unions i�e� if C is a category with �nite
products and stable binary coproducts� then the equations�in�context that are
satis�ed by a structure in C are closed under the rules of Equational Logic
augmented by rules ����� ����� and ������� As with all categorical structure
de�ned by universal properties coproducts in a category are unique up
to isomorphism� So we have that the structure needed in a category to
interpret disjoint unions with all three equality rules is essentially unique�
If we do not wish to model the third equality rule ������ then we have seen
that a weaker structure than stable coproducts is su�cient�just inlX�X� 
inrX�X� and an operation f�j�g� satisfying the two equations ����� and
����� together with the naturality condition�

fn � �g � id�jn� � �g � id�gI� � fnjn�gI � �g � id��

�This naturality is automatic in the presence of the uniqueness rule ��������
However in this case there may be several non
isomorphic �disjoint unions�
for X and X � in C� Put another way provided the third equality rule ������
is included the rules for disjoint unions characterize this type constructor up
to bijection� This kind of observation seems important from a foundational
point of view and arises very naturally from the categorical approach to
logic�
The stability of binary coproducts in C says precisely that for each ob


ject I  the functor I � ��� � C �� C preserves binary coproducts� Since
coproducts being colimits are preserved by any functor with a right ad

joint stability is automatic if each I���� � C �� C has a right adjoint� The
value of this right adjoint at an object X is by de�nition the exponential ob�
ject I�X � In particular if C is a cartesian closed category� then coproducts
in C are automatically stable since all exponential objects exist in this case
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by de�nition� We will see in Section ��� that exponential objects model
function types� So if one is only concerned with modelling disjoint sums in
a higher
order setting one need only verify the presence of coproducts in
the category� Here is an example of a category with non
stable coproducts
�and hence without exponentials��

Example ������ Recall that the category of complete atomic boolean
algebras and boolean homomorphisms is equivalent to the opposite of the
category of sets and functions� In Set one generally does not have

I � �X �X �� �� �I �X�� �I �X �� �

�Consider the case I � X � X � � � for example�� Thus in the opposite of
the category of sets binary coproducts are not in general stable and hence
nor are they stable in the category of complete atomic boolean algebras�
Therefore even though this category has coproducts �it has all small limits
and colimits� we cannot soundly interpret disjoint union types in it�

Remark ����� �Empty type�� We have treated binary disjoint union
types� The �nullary� version of this is the empty type null with rules�

C � null

empty� �C� � �

C � null F �z� � � �z � null�

empty� �C� � F �C� � �

These rules can be soundly interpreted in C if it has a stable initial object
	 � This means that not only is 	 initial �i�e� for each object X  there
is a unique morphism 	 �� X� but so also is I � 	 for any object I �
This latter condition is equivalent to requiring that �� � I � 	 �� 	 is
an isomorphism� As before this stability condition is automatic if the
functors I � ��� � C �� C have right adjoints and thus in particular an
initial object in a cartesian closed category is automatically stable�

��� Product types

One could be forgiven for jumping straight to the conclusion that product
types ���� should be interpreted by binary categorical product in a cate

gory C� However as we have seen in Section � the �nite product structure
of C is there primarily to enable terms involving multiple variables to be
interpreted� Also we will use the elimination rule for products that is de

rived systematically from its formation and introduction rule rather than
the more familiar formulation in terms of �rst and second projection� �See
�Backhouse et al� �	�	� for comments on this issue in general�� Neverthe

less with a full set of equality rules including the analogue of the �surjective
pairing� rule binary products in C are exactly what is required to model
product types� If one does not wish to model the surjective pairing rule
then a weaker structure on C �not determined uniquely up to isomorphism�
su�ces�
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Recall that the introduction rule and corresponding elimination rule for
product types are

M � � M � � ��

pair�M�M �� � � � ��
������

P � � � �� N�x� x�� � � �x � �� x� � ���

split�P�N� � �
������

�together with associated congruence rules�cf� Remark ������� By a similar
analysis to that in Section ��� one �nds that the following structure on C
is needed to interpret these new terms�

� for all objects X�X � an object X 	X ��

� for all objects X�X � a morphism pairX�X� � X �X � �� X 	X ��

� for all objects I�X�X �� Y  a function

split I � C�I �X �X �� Y � �� C�I � �X 	X ��� Y �

that is natural in I �so that split I��n � �g� id�� � split I�n� � �g � id�
holds for all n � I �X �X � �� Y and g � I � �� I��

The semantics of product types and terms in C are then�

��� � ����
def
� ����� 	 ������

��pair�M�M �������
def
� pair ������������ � h��M ������ ��M

������i

��split�P�N������
def
� split ��������N�x� x

����� x � �� x� � ������ � hid� ��P �����i

The equality rules for product types are�

M � � M � � �� N�x� x�� � � �x � �� x� � ���

split�pair�M�M ��� N� � N�M�M �� � �
������

P � � � �� N�z� � � �z � � � ���

split�P� �x� x��N�pair�x� x���� � N�P � � �
������

For the above semantics to be sound for ������ one needs that that for
each n � I �X �X � �� Y in C

splitI�n� � �id � pairX�X�� � n�

In other words the natural transformation induced by pre
composition
with �id� pairX�X��

�id� pair ��X�X� � C��� �X 	X ��� Y � �� C���X �X �� Y � ������

should have left inverse given by n �� split I�n�� This condition does not
su�ce to determine X 	 X � uniquely up to isomorphism� there may be
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several di�erent such �weak product� structures on C� However if we insist
that ������ is also satis�ed i�e� that

splitI�n � �id � pairX�X��� � n�

then split� becomes a two
sided inverse for ������� By considering the
component of this natural isomorphism at the terminal object one has
that pre
composition with pair � X �X � �� X 	X � induces a bijection on
hom
sets and hence is itself an isomorphism� Consequently to interpret
product types satisfying both equality rules the structure needed on C must
be essentially the existing binary product structure �and so in particular
is unique up to isomorphism�� Thus the semantics of product types and
terms in C simpli�es to�

��� � ����
def
� ������ ������

��pair�M�M �������
def
� h��M ������ ��M ������i

��split�P�N������
def
� ��N�x� x����� x � �� x� � ����� � hid� ��P �����i�

In particular the de�nable �rst and second projections

fst�z�
def
� split�z� �x� x��x�

snd�z�
def
� split�z� �x� x��x��

when interpreted give the �rst and second projection morphisms as one
might hope�

��fst�z��z � � � ����� � �� � ������ ���
��� �� �����

��snd�z��z � � � ����� � �� � ������ ���
��� �� �������

Remark ����� �One�element type�� The �nullary� version of binary
product types is the one
element type unit with the following rules �to

gether with associated congruence rules�� As for product types we use the
possibly less familiar elimination rule derived systematically from the form
of formation and introduction�

� � unit

U � unit N � �

proj�U�N� � �

U � unit N�z� � � �z � unit�

proj�U�N���� � N�U� � �

The last rule is the analogue of rule �������in other words it is the ��
rule�
for this type� The ��
rule� for unit �analogous to ������� is
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N � �

proj���N� � N � �

but it is easy to see that in fact this rule is derivable from the above rules
as is the rule

U � unit

U � � � unit

Using an argument similar to that for product types one �nds that these
rules can be interpreted soundly in C provided it has a terminal object�

��� Function types

Since types � get interpreted as objects X � ����� of C we need a binary
operation X�X � �� X�X � on objects in order to interpret function types
���� as follows�

��������
def
� ������������

Introduction� The introduction rule for function types is�

F �x� � � �x � ��

��F � � ���
� ������

To interpret this rule in a category C with �nite products we need a function
on hom
sets of the form

curI � C�I �X�Y � �� C�I�X�Y �

in order to de�ne

����F ������
def
� cur ��������F �x���� x � ������

In order to preserve the basic property of the semantics that substitution
is modelled by composition we require the above functions to be natural
in I  meaning

cur I��f � �g � id�� � cur I�f� � g

holds for all f � I �X �� Y and g � I � �� I �

Elimination� We will use the familiar elimination rule involving applica

tion rather that the rule systematically derived from formation and intro

duction which involves judgements with higher
order contexts �see �Nord

str�om et al� �		� Section ������

M � ��� N � �

ap�M�N� � �
������
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To interpret this rule we need a function on hom
sets of the form

C�I�X�Y �� C�I�X� �� C�I� Y �

which is natural in I �in order to respect the semantics of substitution in
terms of composition�� Naturality in I of these functions implies that they
are induced by a morphism

apX�Y � �X�Y ��X �� Y

and we de�ne

��ap�M�N������
def
� ap ������������ � h��M ������ ��N �����i�

Equality� The rule of �
conversion is

F �x� � � �x � �� N � �

ap���F �� N� � F �N� � �
����	�

The structure in C we have described for interpreting function types is
sound for this rule provided

apX�Y � hcur I�f�� ni � f � hid� ni

holds for all f � I �X �� Y and n � I �� X � For this it is su�cient and
because of the naturality of cur also necessary that

apX�Y � �cur I�f�� id� � f ������

hold for all f � I �X �� Y �
The rule for �
conversion is

M � ���

���x�ap�M�x�� �M � ���
������

The semantics is sound for this rule provided that for all m � I �� �X�Y �

curI�apX�Y � �m� id�� � m� ������

In fact the naturality of cur� implies that this holds if and only if for each
X and Y

cur I�apX�Y � � idX�Y �

Now ������ and ������ say precisely that the natural transformation
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C���X�Y � �� C��� X�Y �

given by f �� apX�Y � �f � id� is a bijection with inverse cur�� Thus
by de�nition X�Y is the exponential of Y by X in the category C with
evaluation morphism apX�Y � �X�Y � �X �� Y � Recall that by de�ni

tion a cartesian closed category has all �nite products and exponentials�
Thus we have� function types satisfying �� and ��conversion can be soundly
interpreted in C provided it is cartesian closed�

��� Inductive types

In this section we consider the categorical interpretation of inductively
de�ned datatypes �such as the natural numbers lists and trees� using initial
algebras� For de�niteness we will concentrate on the case of the list type
constructor � �� �list�
Recall that the introduction rules and corresponding elimination rule

for �list are�

nil� � �list

M � � L � �list

cons�M�L� � �list
������

F �x� l� x�� � �� �x � �� l � �list� x� � ��� L � �list M � � ��

listrec�F�L�M �� � ��
������

By a process of analysis that one hopes is becoming familiar by now one
�nds that the following structure on a category C with �nite products is
needed to interpret these new syntax�

� For each object X  an object LX equipped with morphisms nilX �
� �� LX and consX � X � LX �� LX �

� For all objects I�X�X � an operation sending a morphism f � I�X�
LX � X � �� X � to a morphism listrecI�f� � I � LX � X � �� X �
which is natural in I �so that for all g � I � �� I  listrecI��f � �g� id�
id � id�� � listrecI�f� � �g � id� id���

The semantics of �list and its associated terms in C is then�

���list��
def
� L�����

��nil� �����
def
� nil ����� � h iL�����

��cons�M�L������
def
� cons ����� � h��M ������ ��L�����i

��listrec�F�L�M �������
def
� listrec��������F �x� l� x

����� x � �� l � �list� x� � ������

� hid� ��L������ ��M ������i�

�In the clause for nil�  h iL����� denotes the unique morphism from L����� to
the terminal object ���
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Now consider the usual equality rules for �list�

F �x� l� x�� � �� �x � �� l � �list� x� � ��� M � � ��

listrec�F� nil��M
�� �M � � ��

������

F �x� l� x�� � �� �x � �� l � �list� x� � ��� M � � L � �list M � � ��

listrec�F� cons�M�L��M �� � F �M�L� listrec�F�L�M ��� � ��
������

For the semantics to be sound for these two rules one needs that for each
F � I �X � LX �X � �� X � in C

listrecI �f� � h���nilX � h i� ��i � �� � I �X � �� X � ������

listrecI�f� � h��� consX � h��� ��i� �	i �

f � h��� ��� ��� listrecI�f� � h��� ��� �	ii

� I �X � LX �X � �� X � ������

We can go one step further and insist that given f  listrecI �f� is the unique
morphism satisfying ������ and ������� In this case the structure on C is
also sound for the rule

F �x� l� x�� � �� �x � �� l � �list� x� � ��� L � �list M � � ��

G�l� x�� � �� �l � �list� x� � ��� G�nil� � x
�� � x� � �� �x� � ���

G�cons�x� l�� x�� � F �x� l� G�l� x��� � �� �x � �� l � �list� x� � ���

G�L�M �� � listrec�F�L�M �� � ��

�

����	�
With ����	� and in the presence of product types the scheme for prim


itive recursion becomes interde�nable with a simpler scheme of iteration
given by the following rules�

F �x� x�� � �� �x � �� x� � ��� M � � ��

listit�F�M �� l� � �� �l � �list�
������

F �x� x�� � �� �x � �� x� � ��� M � � ��

listit�F�M �� nil�� �M � � ��
������

F �x� x�� � �� �x � �� x� � ��� M � � ��

listit�F�M �� cons�x� l�� � F �x� listit�F�M �� l�� � �� �x � �� l � �list�
������

F �x� x�� � �� �x � �� x� � ��� M � � ��

G�l� � �� �l � �list� G�nil�� �M � � ��

G�cons�x� l�� � F �x�G�l�� � �� �x � �� l � �list�

G�l� � listit�F�M �� l� � �� �l � �list�

� ������
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For clearly iteration is a special case of primitive recursion and in the
reverse direction one can de�ne

listrec�F�L�M ��
def
�

fst�listit��x� z�pair�F �x� fst�z�� snd�z��� snd�z��� pair�nil��M
��� L��

and use ������ ������ and ������ to prove that this has the correct proper

ties� To do this one also has to prove that

snd�listit��x� z�pair�F �x� fst�z�� snd�z��� snd�z��� pair�nil��M
��� L�� � L�

and this requires the uniqueness property �������
In C the rules ����������� correspond to the following universal property

of the object LX equipped with morphisms nilX � � �� LX and consX �
X � LX �� LX � for each pair of morphisms f � I �X �X � �� X � and
m� � I �� X �� there is a unique morphism g � I �LX �� X � such that the
following diagrams commute


I � �
idI � nilX

� I � LX

�

��

�

m�
� X �

�

g

I �X � LX
idI�X � consX

� I � LX

I �X �X �

h��� ��� g � h��� ��ii

�

f
� X �

�

g

The uniqueness property of g implies that the operation sending f to g is
natural in I�so it is unnecessary to state this as a separate requirement�
If the category C is cartesian closed then a further simpli�cation can be
made� it is su�cient to have the above universal property for I � � to
deduce the general case� If C also has binary coproducts then one can
combine nilX and consX into a single morphism

i
def
�

�
nilX
consX

�
� T �LX� �� LX

where T � C �� C is the functor ���X���� The universal property enjoyed
by nilX and consX is equivalent to the following property of i� for each
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morphism h � T �X �� �� X �� there is a unique morphism g � LX �� X �

with g � i � h � T �g�� In other words �LX� i� is an initial object in the
category of algebras for the functor T � �Recall that a T 
algebra is an object
X � of C equipped with a �structure� morphism T �X �� �� X �� a morphism
of T 
algebras is a morphism in C between the underlying objects of the
algebras that makes the evident square involving the structure morphisms
commute��
As usual this initiality property characterizes LX  nilX and consX

uniquely up to isomorphism in C� Moreover the structure morphism of
an initial algebra is always an isomorphism� so i gives an isomorphism
between � � �X � LX� and LX � �The inverse of i is the unique T 
algebra
morphism from the initial algebra to �T �LX�� T �i����

Taking the type � in �list to be the one
element type unit one obtains
the type of natural numbers� On the categorical side when X is the ter

minal object � in C the above universal property of L� is that given by
Lawvere in de�ning the notion of a natural number object in a category�
Other inductive datatypes �equipped with iterators satisfying uniqueness
conditions� can be modelled soundly by requiring C to have initial algebras
for the �strictly positive� functors T � C �� C�those expressible via a com

bination of constant functors products coproducts and exponentiation by
a �xed object�

Remark ��	�� �Weak natural numbers object�� Without the unique

ness rules ����	� or ������ the scheme of iteration is weaker than that of
primitive recursion� �For example the expected properties of the predeces

sor function on the natural numbers cannot be derived from an iterative
de�nition�see �Girard �	�	 page ����� The corresponding uniqueness
part of the universal property de�ning the notion of natural number object
N  makes this notion conditional
equational rather than equational� If this
uniqueness requirement is removed N is termed a weak natural numbers
object� Lambek ��	��� and Rom�an ��	�	� have studied extensions of the
algebraic theory of weak natural numbers involving Mal�cev operations in
which the uniqueness of the iterator can be derived�

��� Computation types

Moggi ��		�� introduces a new approach to the denotational semantics of
programming languages based on the categorical notion of a strong monad
and the corresponding type
theoretic notion of �computation types�� As
a further illustration of the methods developed so far we will give the
semantics of Moggi�s �computational lambda calculus� in a category with
�nite products equipped with a strong monad�
The syntax of computation types is as follows� We are given a unary

type constructor � �� T�� One should think of T� as the type of �compu

tations� of elements of type �� There are two rules for building terms of
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computation types�
M � �

val�M� � T�
������

E � T� F �x� � T�� �x � ��

let�E�F � � T��
������

�together with associated congruence rules�cf� Remark �������
Intuitively val�M� is the value M regarded as a trivial computation

which immediately evaluates to itself� and let�E�F � denotes the sequential
computation which �rstly tries to evaluate E to some value M � � and
then proceeds to evaluate F �M�� These intended meanings motivate the
following three equality rules�

M � � F �x� � T�� �x � ��

let�val�M�� F � � F �M� � T��
������

E � T�

let�E� �x�val�x�� � T�
������

E � T� F �x� � T�� �x � �� G�x�� � T��� �x� � ���

let�let�E�F �� G� � let�E� �x�let�F �x�� G�� � T���
� ������

To interpret this syntax soundly in a category C with �nite products
we need the following structure on C�

� for each object X  an object TX

� for each object X  a morphism �X � X �� TX �

� for all objects I�X�X � a function

liftI � C�I �X�T�X ��� �� C�I � TX�T�X ���

that is natural in I �so that liftI�f� � �g � id� � lift I��f � �g � id��
holds for all f � I �X �� T�X �� and g � I � �� I��

Then the semantics of computation types and their associated terms in C
is�

��T���
def
� T�������

��val�M������
def
� ������ � ��M �����

��let�E�F ������
def
� lift ��������F �x���� x � ����� � hid� ��E�����i

Satisfaction of rules ���� ���� and ���� requires the following equational
properties of �X and lift I to hold for all f � I � X �� T�X �� and g �
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I � T�X �� �� T�X ���� �We have used the naturality of lift I in I to state
these in their simplest form��

lift I�f � hid� �Xi� � f

liftI��X � ��� � �� � I �X �� X

lift I�g� � h��� lift I�f�i � lift I�liftI �g� � h��� fi�

Specifying the structure �T� �� lift� with the above properties is in fact
equivalent to specifying a monad on the category C together with a �tenso

rial strength� for the monad� we refer the reader to �Moggi �		�� and the
references therein for more details� Note that unlike the other categorical
datatypes considered in this section for a given category C the structure of
a strong monad is not determined up to isomorphism�there may be many
di�erent ones on C� �See loc� cit� for several examples with computational
signi�cance��

� Theories as Categories
Sections � and � have shown how to model an equational theory possibly
involving some simple datatypes in a suitably structured category in a way
which respects the rules of Equational Logic� The purpose of this section
is to demonstrate that this categorical semantics is completely general in
the sense that the category theory provides an alternative but equivalent
formulation of the concepts embodied in the logic� We will see that there
is a correspondence between theories and categories which enables one to
view the latter as giving an abstract or presentation
free notion of theory�
Such a theory�category correspondence relies upon the fact that the

categorical formulation of semantics allows us to consider models of a theory
in di�erent categories� For a given theory Th  amongst all these di�erent
categories it is possible to construct one which contains the �most general�
model of Th � This category is called the �classifying category� of Th and the
model it contains is called the �generic� model� They are characterized by
a certain category
theoretic universal property which depends upon the
ability to compare algebras in di�erent categories by transporting them
along functors preserving the relevant categorical structure� So we begin
by describing this process�
Until Section ��� we will con�ne our attention to algebraic theories

versus categories with �nite products� Th will denote a �xed many
sorted
algebraic theory �as de�ned in Section ���� with underlying signature Sg�

��� Change of category

Recall that a functor T � C �� D is said to preserve the �nite product
X�� � � � �Xn if the morphisms T ��i� � T �X�� � � � �Xn� �� T �Xi� make
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T �X�� � � � �Xn� into the product of the T �Xi� in D� If D itself has �nite
products then this is equivalent to requiring that

a
def
� hT ����� � � � � T ��n�i � T �X� � � � � �Xn� �� T �X��� � � � � T �Xn�

be an isomorphism� �A stronger condition would be to demand that a be
an identity morphism�in which case we say that T strictly preserves the
�nite product X� � � � � �Xn��
If C and D are categories with �nite products and T � C �� D is a

functor preserving them then every structure S for Sg in C gives rise to a
structure T �S� in D de�ned as follows�

T �S������
def
� T �S������

T �S���F ��
def
� T �S��F ��� � a�� �

for all sorts � and function symbols F � ��� � � � � �n �� � � Since T preserves
�nite products and the semantics of terms
in
context is de�ned in terms of
these the meaning of a term in S is mapped by T to its meaning in T �S��
More precisely if M � � ��� then

T �S������
a��

�� T �S������

T �S���� ��

T �S���M �����

�

� T �S��� ���
�

T �S��M ������

commutes in D� Consequently if S satis�es M � M � � � ��� then so does
T �S�� Thus �nite product preserving functors preserve the satisfaction of
equations� In particular if S is an algebra in C for a theory Th  then T �S�
is an algebra for Th in D�

Example 	����� If C is locally small then for each object I in C the
hom
functor C�I� � � C �� Set preserves products �but not strictly so in
general�� Thus every algebra S in C gives rise to an ordinary set
valued
algebra C�I� S� whose elements are the �generalized elements of S at stage
I � in the sense of Section ����

��� Classifying category of a theory

Two contexts over the signature Sg are ��equivalent if they di�er only in
their variables� in other words the list of sorts occurring in each context
are equal �and in particular the contexts are of equal length�� Clearly
this gives an equivalence relation on the collection of contexts and the set
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of �
equivalence classes of contexts is in bijection with the set of lists of
sorts in Sg� Assuming a �xed enumeration Var � fv�� v�� � � �g of the set of
variables �i�e� of the set of meta
variables of arity Terms� we can pick a
canonical representative context �v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n� for the �
equivalence
class corresponding to each list ��� � � � � �n of sorts� We will not distinguish
notationally between a context and the �
equivalence class it determines�
Given contexts � and �� � �y� � ��� � � � � yn � �m� a context morphism

from � to ��

� � � �� ��

is speci�ed by a list � � �N�� � � � � Nm� of terms over Sg such that Nj � �j ���
holds for each j � �� � � � �m� Note that �� could be replaced by any �

equivalent context without a�ecting this de�nition�
Given another such morphism �� � �N �

�� � � � � N
�
m� we will write

� �Th �
� � � �� ��

to indicate the judgement that � and �� are context morphisms from �
to �� that are Th�provably equal � by de�nition this means that for each
j � �� � � � �m Nj � N �

j � � ��� is a theorem of Th � Rules ����� ����� and
����� imply that Th
provable equality of context morphisms �between two
given contexts� is an equivalence relation� Moreover rule ���	� shows that
changing � up to �
equivalence will not change the class of � under this
equivalence relation�
The composition of context morphisms � � � �� �� and �� � �� �� ���

is the context morphism �� � � � � �� ��� formed by making substitutions�

�� � �
def
� �M�� 	N�	y�� � � � �Mn� 	N�	y��

when �� � �y� � ��� � � � � yn � �m� � � �N�� � � � � Nm� and �
� � �M�� � � � �Mn��

The fact that �� � � does constitute a context morphism from � to ���

follows from rule ������ and rule ���	� implies that composition respects
Th
provable equality�

�� �Th �� � � �� �� ��� �Th �
�
� � �

� �� ���

��� � �� �Th �
�
� � �� � � �� ���

�

The usual properties of term substitution imply that composition of
context morphisms is associative�

��� � ��� � �� �Th ��
�� � ��� � � � � �� ����

when � � � �� �� �� � �� �� ��� and ��� � ��� �� ����� Moreover the
operations of composition possess units� the identity context morphism for
� � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n�
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id� � � �� �

is given by the list id� � �x�� � � � � xn� of variables in �� clearly one has

� � id� �Th � � � �� ��

id�� � � �Th � � � �� �� �

We now have all the ingredients necessary to de�ne a category� Speci�

cally the classifying category  C��Th� of an algebraic theory Th is de�ned
as follows�

Objects of C��Th� are �
equivalence classes of contexts �or if you prefer
�nite lists of sorts� over the signature of Th �

Morphisms of C��Th� from one object � to another �� are equivalence
classes of context morphisms for the equivalence relation which identi�es � �
� �� �� with �� � � �� �� just in case � �Th �

� � � �� ��� Composition of
morphisms in C��Th� is induced by composition of context morphisms and
identities are equivalence classes of identity context morphisms� We will not
distinguish notationally between a context morphism and the morphism of
C��Th� which it determines�

Proposition 	����� C��Th� has �nite products�

Proof� Clearly for each context � the empty list of terms is the unique
context morphism � �� � � and so its equivalence class is the unique
morphism from � to � � in C��Th�� Thus the ��
equivalence class of the�
empty context � � is a terminal object in C��Th��
Given contexts � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� and �

� � �y� � ��� � � � � ym � �m�
we make use of the given enumeration Var � fv�� v�� � � �g of the set of
variables to de�ne a context

�� ��
def
� �v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n� vn�� � ��� � � � � vn�m � �m�

Then �v�� � � � � vn� and �vn��� � � � � vn�m� determine morphisms �� � ���� ��
� and �� � � � �� �� �� in C��Th� which make � � �� into the prod

uct of � and �� in C��Th�� For if � � �M�� � � � �Mn� �  �� � and
�� � �N�� � � � � Nm� �  �� �� then �M�� � � � �Mn� N�� � � � � Nm� determines
a context morphism h�� ��i �  �� � � �� which is unique up to Th

provability with the property that �� � h�� ��i � � and �� � h�� ��i � ���

Remark 	����� We could have de�ned C��Th� by taking its objects to be
just contexts rather than �
equivalence classes of contexts� this would have
resulted in a larger category equivalent to the one de�ned above �and hence
with the same categorical properties�� One advantage of the de�nition we
gave is that the particular choice of �nite products given in the proof of
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Proposition ����� is strictly associative and strictly unital � this means that
for all objects � �� and ��� the morphisms

hh��� �� � ��i� �� � ��i � �� ��� � ���� �� ��� ���� ���

�� � �� � �� �

�� � �� � �� �

are not merely isomorphisms �as is always the case� but actually identity
morphisms�

Remark 	����� There is a close relationship between C��Th� and the free
Th
algebras in Set generated by �nitely many indeterminates� Writing �
for �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� let FTh��� denote the free algebra generated
by �nitely many indeterminates x�� � � � � xn of sorts ��� � � � � �n respectively�
Then FTh��� can be constructed by taking its underlying set at a sort �
to consist of the set of terms M satisfying M � � ��� quotiented by the
equivalence relation which identi�esM withM � just in caseM �M � � � ���
is a theorem of Th � This quotient set is precisely the set of morphisms
� �� �v� � � � in C��Th�� Thus the hom
sets of C��Th� can be used to
construct the free �nitely generated Th
algebras in Set � Conversely it can
be shown that the category C��Th� is equivalent to the opposite of the
category whose objects are the free �nitely generated Th
algebras in Set 
and whose morphisms are all Th
algebra homomorphisms�

Next we describe the �generic� model of Th in the classifying category�
Each sort � of the underlying signature Sg of the theory Th determines
determines an object in the classifying category of Th represented by the
context �v� � ��� We will denote this object of C��Th� by G������ If F �
��� � � � � �n �� � is a function symbol in Sg then since

F �v�� � � � � vn� � � �v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n�

we have that �F �v�� � � � � vn�� is a context morphism from �v� � ��� � � � � vn �
�n� to �v� � � �� Now the proof of Proposition ����� shows that in C��Th�
the object �v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n� is the product of the objects �vi � �i� �
G���i��� hence �F �v�� � � � � vn�� determines a morphism G��F �� � G������ � � � � �
G���n�� �� G��� �� in C��Th�� Altogether then G is a structure for Sg in the
category C��Th��

Lemma 	���	� The structure G has the following properties�

�i� For each context �� the object G����� in C��Th� is �the ��equivalence
class of� ��

�ii� If M � � ��� then the morphism G��M ����� � G����� �� G��� �� in C��Th�
is that determined by the context morphism �M � � � �� �v� � � ��

�iii� M � M � � � ��� is a theorem of Th if and only if G��M ����� �
G��M ������� In other words� G satis�es an equation�in�context just
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in case it is a theorem of Th�

Proof� �i� We have already observed that �v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n� is the
product G������ � � � � � G���n�� in C��Th�� but recall from Section ���
that this is also the de�nition of G���v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n����

�ii� This follows by induction on the structure of M using the explicit
description of the product structure of C��Th� given in the proof of
Proposition ������

�iii� By part �ii� G��M ����� � G��M ������ holds if and only if �M � and �M ��
determine equal morphisms in C��Th� which by de�nition means
that M �M � � � ��� is a theorem of Th �

Part �ii� of the above lemma implies in particular that G satis�es the
axioms of Th and hence is a Th
algebra� G will be called the generic
Th�algebra� It enjoys the following universal property�

Theorem 	���
 �Universal property of the generic algebra�� For
each category C with �nite products� any Th�algebra S in C is equal to S�G�
for some �nite product preserving functor S � C��Th� �� C� Moreover� the
functor S is uniquely determined up to �unique� natural isomorphism by
the algebra S� �S is called the functor classifying the algebra S��

Proof� De�ne S on objects � by

S���
def
� S�����

and on morphisms � � �N�� � � � � Nm� � � �� �� by

S���
def
� hS��N������� � � � � S��Nm�����i � S����� �� S������

Then the fact that S is a functor preserving �nite products follows easily
from the de�nition of C��Th� in Section ���� Applying S to G one has for
a sort � that S�G�� � S�G������ � S���v� � ���� � S����� and similarly for a
function symbol F that S�G�F � S�G��F ��� � S��F ��� Hence S�G� � S�
Now suppose that T � C��Th� �� C is another product
preserving

functor and that there is an isomorphism h � T �G� �� S of Th
algebras
in C� For each object � � �v� � ��� � � � � vn � �n� in C��Th� since � ��
G������� � � � �G���n�� one gets isomorphisms

T ��� �� T �G������� � � � �G���n���
�� T �G�������� � � � � T �G����n��
�� S������� � � � � S���n��
def
� S���
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which are the components of a natural isomorphism k � T �� S� Finally
note that since T and S preserve �nite products and every object in C��Th�
is a �nite product of objects of the form G����� k is uniquely determined by
the condition that it induces h�

Corollary 	�����

�i� The classifying category of Th is determined uniquely up to equiva�
lence� and the generic Th�algebra uniquely up to isomorphism by the
universal property in Theorem �����

�ii� The operation of evaluating a �nite product preserving functor from
C��Th� to C at the generic algebra G is the object part of an equiva�
lence of categories


FP�C��Th�� C� � Th�ALG�C� �����

where FP�C��Th�� C� is the category of �nite product preserving func�
tors and natural transformations from C��Th� to C� and Th�ALG�C�
is the category of Th�algebras and homomorphisms in C�

Proof� Part �i� is a routine consequence of the universal property but part
�ii� deserves further comment�
The statement of Theorem ����� says that the functor T �� T �G� is

essentially surjective and full and faithful for isomorphisms� hence it gives
an equivalence between the category of functors and natural isomorphisms
and the category of algebras and algebra isomorphisms� Since this is true
for any C with �nite products we can replace C by its arrow category
C��� �whose objects are the morphisms of C and whose morphisms are
commutative squares in C� which certainly has �nite products when C
does� The equivalence for objects and isomorphisms in this case implies
that the original functor T �� T �G� is full and faithful and hence that
����� holds�

��� Theory�category correspondence

Let SgC be the signature de�ned from a category C with �nite prod

ucts as in Section ���� As we noted in that section there is a canonical
structure for SgC in C� De�ne ThC to be the algebraic theory over SgC
whose axioms are all equations
in
context which are satis�ed by this struc

ture� Then the structure is automatically an algebra for this theory and
hence by Theorem ����� corresponds to a �nite product preserving functor
T � C��ThC� �� C� The de�nition of SgC �which names the various objects
and morphisms in C� and ThC �which identi�es terms which name the same
things in C� entails that T is full faithful and essentially surjective�and
hence is an equivalence of categories� Thus we have that every category
with �nite products is equivalent to the classifying category of some many�
sorted algebraic theory� As we noted in Section ��� ThC will have a set of
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symbols and axioms �rather than a proper class of them� only in the case
that C is a small category�
Starting with C forming ThC and then C��ThC� one obtains back not C

itself but an equivalent category� What about the reverse process� how are
the theories Th and ThC��Th� related� To answer this question we need an
appropriate notion of morphism or translation between algebraic theories�
A rather general notion is obtained by declaring a translation Th �� Th �

to be an algebra for Th in the classifying category of Th �� The syntactic
nature of the construction of C��Th �� permits one to give a purely syntactic
explanation of this notion of translation which we omit here� In fact we
can form a �
category of many
sorted algebraic theories Alg  whose hom

categories are the categories of algebras and homomorphisms in classifying
categories�

Alg�Th �Th ��
def
� Th�Alg�C��Th ��� �

If Fp denotes the �
category whose objects are categories with �nite prod

ucts and whose hom
categories consist of �nite product preserving functors
and all natural transformations then the classifying
category construction
is the object part of a �
functor

C� � Alg �� Fp �

This �
functor is �full and faithful� in the sense that it is an equivalence on
hom
categories �using ������ and is �essentially surjective� in the sense that
every object of Fp is equivalent to one in the image of C�� Thus C� induces
an equivalence between Alg and Fp in an appropriate up
to
equivalence
sense�

Remarks 	����� We close this section by mentioning some consequences
of the correspondence�

�i� We can view a particular small category with �nite products C as
specifying a �many
sorted� algebraic theory independently of any par

ticular presentation in terms of a signature and axioms� there may
be many such presentations whose syntactic details are di�erent but
which nevertheless specify the �same� theory in the sense that their
classifying categories are equivalent to the given category C� Indeed
once one has this categorical view of algebraic theories one sees that
there are many �naturally occurring� algebraic theories which do not
arise in terms of a presentation with operators and equations� For
example the category whose objects are the �nite cartesian powers of
the set of natural numbers N and whose morphisms Nm �� N

n are n

tuples of m
ary primitive recursive functions is a category with �nite
products and hence an algebraic theory� This category is a paradig

matic example of the notion of �iteration theory� introduced by Elgot�
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see the book by Bloom and Esik ��		��� �A reader who takes this ad

vice should be warned that �Bloom and �Esik �		�� adopts a not
uncommon viewpoint that algebraic theories can be identi�ed with
categories with �nite coproducts� Since the �
category of categories
with �nite coproducts and functors preserving such is equivalent �un

der the �
functor taking a category to its opposite category� to the
�
category of categories with �nite products this viewpoint is for

mally equivalent to the one presented here� However it does not sit
well with the intuitively appealing picture we have built up of the
sorts of a theory �objects of a category� as generalized sets and the
terms
in
context �morphisms� as generalized functions��

�ii� If T � C �� D is a morphism in Fp between small categories then
for any C � Fp with small colimits it can be shown that the functor
T � � Fp�D� C� �� Fp�C� C� induced by composition with T has a left
adjoint given by left Kan extension along T � Since T corresponds
to a translation between algebraic theories and T � is the functor
restricting algebras along T  this left adjoint provides �relatively free�
constructions on algebras for a wide variety of situations �depending
upon the nature of the translation��

�iii� Free constructions �indeed weighted colimits in general� in Fp can
be constructed via appropriate syntactic constructions on algebraic
theories and translations between them�

��� Theories with datatypes

In this section we will examine the e�ect on the classifying category C��Th�
of a theory Th when we enrich equational logic with the various datatype
constructions considered in Section � together with their associated intro

duction elimination and equality rules� We will look at product disjoint
union and function types� In each case the classifying category turns out
to possess the categorical structure that was used in Section � to inter

pret these datatype constructs� �Similar considerations apply to the other
type forming operations considered in that section namely list types and
�computation� types��

Product types� �Cf� Section ����� In this case for each pair of types � and
�� there is a binary product diagram in the classifying category C��Th� of
the form

�x � �� �
�fst�z��

�z � � � ���
�snd�z��

� �x� � ��� �

Similarly in the presence of a one
element type unit �cf� Remark ������ then
�z � unit� is a terminal object in C��Th�� It follows that in the presence of
these type
forming constructs C��Th� is equivalent to the full subcategory
whose objects are represented by contexts of length one�
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Disjoint union types� �Cf� Section ����� In this case for each pair of types
� and �� and each context � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� there is a coproduct
diagram in the classifying category C��Th� of the form

��� x � ��
�	x� inl���x��

� ��� z � � � ��� �
�	x� inr��x

���
��� x� � ���

�where x� x�� z are chosen to be distinct from 	x � x�� � � � � xn�� In case
� � � we have that �z � � � ��� is the binary coproduct of �x � �� and
�x � �� in C��Th�� Given the description of products in the category C��Th�
in Proposition ����� it also follows that product with an arbitrary object
��� distributes over this coproduct i�e� it is a stable coproduct�cf� �����
Similarly in the presence of an empty type �cf� Remark ������ �z � null� is
a stable initial object in C��Th��
In the presence of product and one
element types we have seen that

every object is isomorphic to one of the form �x � ��� In this case the
presence of disjoint union and empty types we can conclude that C��Th�
has all stable �nite coproducts�

Function types� �Cf� Section ����� In this case for each pair of types �
and �� the object �f � ����� is the exponential of �x� � ��� by �x � �� in
C��Th� with associated evaluation morphism

�f � ������ �x � �� � �f � ����� x � ��
�ap�f� x��

� �x� � ��� �

Unlike the case for disjoint union types it is not necessary to assume the
presence of product types in order to conclude that the classifying category
possesses exponentials for any pair of objects� For given any objects � �
�x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� and �

� � �x�� � �
�
�� � � � � x

�
n � �

�
m� the exponential

�������� in C��Th� is given by the object

�f� � 	������ � � � � fm � 	����m�

where for each i � �� � � � �m

	����i
def
� �������� � � ��n���i� � � �� �

Thus in the presence of function types the classifying category C��Th� is a
cartesian closed category whether or not we assume the theory Th involves
product types�

Remark 	�	�� �The generic model of a theory�� Suppose we con

sider equational theories Th in the equational logic of product disjoint
union and function types� We have seen that C��Th� is a cartesian closed
category with �nite coproducts� �Recall that the stability of coproducts is
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automatic in the presence of exponentials�� Such a category is sometimes
called bicartesian closed� We can de�ne a structure G in C��Th� for the un

derlying signature of Th just as in Section ��� and satisfying Lemma ������
Thus the structure G in C��Th� is a model of Th �i�e� satis�es the axioms
of Th� and indeed satis�es exactly the equations that are theorems of Th �
An immediate corollary of this property is the completeness of the cate

gorical semantics� A equation is derivable from the axioms of Th using the
equational logic of product� disjoint union and function types if �and only
if� it is satis�ed by all models of Th in bicartesian closed categories�
Indeed Theorem ����� extends to yield a universal property character


izing G as the generic model of Th in bicartesian closed categories� given
any other model S of Th in a bicartesian closed category C then the func

tor S � C��Th� �� C de�ned in the proof of Theorem ����� is a morphism
of bicartesian closed categories i�e� preserves �nite products �nite coprod

ucts and exponentials� It also maps G to S and is unique up to unique
isomorphisms with these properties�

� Predicate Logic
In previous sections we have considered the categorical interpretation of
properties of structures that can be expressed equationally� Now we con

sider what it means for a structure in a category to satisfy properties ex

pressible in the ��rst order� predicate calculus using logical connectives
and quanti�ers� As in section � adjunctions play an important role� we
will see that the propositional connectives the quanti�ers and equality
can be characterized in terms of their adjointness properties� First we set
up the basic framework of predicate logic and its categorical semantics�

��� Formulas and sequents

Let us augment the notion of many
sorted signature considered in section �
by allowing not only sort and function symbols but also relation symbols
R� We assume that each relation symbol comes equipped with a typing of
the form R � ��� � � � � �n indicating both the number and the sorts of the
terms to which R can be applied� To judgements of the form ��� asserting
that an expression is a well
formed term of a given sort in a given context
we add judgements of the form

� prop ���

asserting that the expression � is a well
formed formula in context �� The
atomic formulas over the given signature are introduced by the rules

M� � �� ��� � � � Mn � �n ���
�where R � ��� � � � � �n�

R�M�� � � � �Mn� prop ���
�����
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with one such rule for each relation symbol R� Later we will consider
compound formulas built up from the atomic ones using various proposi

tion forming operations� The logical properties of these operations will be
speci�ed in terms of sequents of the form

! � � ��� �����

where ! � ��� � � � � �n is a �nite list of formulas � is a formula and the
judgements �iprop ��� and �prop ��� are derivable� The intended meaning
of the sequent ����� is that the joint validity of all the formulas in ! logically
entails the validity of the formula ��
Fig� � gives the basic structural rules for deriving sequents� Since we

wish to consider predicate logic as an extension of the rules for equational
logic given in section ��� Fig� � includes a rule �Subst� permitting the
substitution in a sequent of a term for a provably equal one� The rule
�Weaken� allows for weakening of contexts� The other possible form of
weakening is to add formulas to the left
hand side of a sequent�

! � �

!�!� � �

This is derivable from the rules in Fig� � because of the form of rule �Id��
Note that in stating these rules we continue to use the convention estab

lished in Remark ����� that the left
hand part of a context is not shown if
it is common to all the judgements in a rule� Thus for example the full
form of rule �Subst� is really

M �M � � � ���� !�x� � ��x� ���� x � ����

!�M� � ��M �� ������

Let us enrich the notion of theory used in section � by permitting the
signature of the theory to contain typed relation symbols in addition to
sorts and typed function symbols and by permitting the axioms of the
theory to be sequents as well as equations
in
context� The theorems of
such a theory will now be those judgements that can be derived from the
axioms using the rules in Figures � and � �together with the rules for the
various rules for proposition
forming operations to be considered below as
appropriate��

��� Hyperdoctrines

If the judgement � prop �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� over a given signature is
derivable then fx�� � � � � xng contains the variables occurring in the formula
�� Intuitively such a formula � describes a subset of the product of the
sorts ��� � � � � �n� Indeed suppose we are given a set
valued structure for
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!� �� � � �
�Contract�

!� � � �

!� �� ���!� � �
�Exchange�

!� ��� ��!� � �

�Id�
!� � � �

! � � !�� � � ��

�Cut�
!�!� � ��

! � �
�Weaken�

! � � ���

M �M � � � !�x� � ��x� �x � ����
�Subst�

!�M� � ��M �� ���

Fig� �� Structural rules

the signature� such a structure assigns a set ����� to each sort � a function
��F �� � ������ � � � � � ���n�� �� ��� �� to each function symbol F � ��� � � � � �n ��
� and a subset ��R�� � ������ � � � � � ���n�� to each relation symbol R �
��� � � � � �n� Then each formula
in
context � prop �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n�
gives rise to the subset of ������ � � � � � ���n�� consisting of those n
tuples
�a�� � � � � an� for which the sentence ��a��x�� � � � � an�xn� is satis�ed in the
classical Tarskian sense �see �Chang and Keisler �	�� ������ Our aim is
to explain how this traditional notion of satisfaction can be generalized
to give an interpretation of formulas
in
context in categories other than
the category of sets� To do this one needs a categorical treatment of the
notion of �subset� and the various operations performed on subsets when
interpreting logical connectives and quanti�ers� For this we will use the
�hyperdoctrine� approach originated by Lawvere ��	�	 �	��� whereby the
�subsets� of an object are given abstractly via additional structure on a
category�

De�nition 
����� A prop�category C is a category possessing �nite prod

ucts and equipped with the following structure�

� For each object X in C a partially ordered set PropC�X� whose ele

ments will be called C�properties of X � The partial order on PropC�X�
will be denoted by ��

� For each morphism f � Y �� X in C an operation assigning to each
C
property A of X  a C
property f�A of Y called the pullback of A
along f � These operations are required to be

monotone� if A � A� then f�A � f�A��

functorial� id�A � A and g��f�A� � �f � g��A�
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Thus a prop
category is nothing other than a category with �nite prod

ucts C together with a contravariant functor PropC��� from C to the cate

gory of posets and monotone functions� PropC��� is a particular instance of
a Lawvere �hyperdoctrine� which in general is category
 rather than poset

valued �and pseudofunctorial rather than functorial�� The reader should
be warned that the term �prop
category� is not standard� indeed there is
no standard terminology for the various kinds of hyperdoctrine which have
been used in categorical logic�
Here are some important examples of prop
categories from the worlds

of set theory domain theory and recursion theory�

Example 
���� �Subsets�� The category Set of sets and functions sup

ports the structure of a prop
category in an obvious way by taking the
Set
properties of a set X to be the ordinary subsets of X � Given a function
f � Y �� X  the operation f� is that of inverse
image taking a subset
A � X to the subset fy j f�y� � Ag � Y �

Example 
���� �Inclusive subsets of cpos�� Let Cpo denote the cat

egory whose objects are posets possessing joins of all 

chains and whose
morphisms are the 

continuous functions �i�e� monotone functions preserv

ing joins of 

chains�� This category has products created by the forgetful
functor to Set � We make it into a prop
category by taking PropCpo�X� to
consist of all inclusive subsets of X  i�e� those that are closed under joins
of 

chains in X � The partial order on PropCpo�X� is inclusion of subsets�
Given f � Y �� X  since f is 

continuous the inverse image of an in

clusive subset of X along f is an inclusive subset of Y � this de�nes the
operation f� � PropCpo�X� �� PropCpo�Y ��

Example 
���	 �Realizability�� The prop
categoryK� has as underlying
category the category of sets and functions� For each set X  the poset
PropK��X� is de�ned as follows� Let X�P �N� denote the set of functions
from X to the powerset of the set of natural numbers� Let � denote the
binary relation on this set de�ned by� p � q if and only if there is a partial
recursive function � � N � N such that for all x � X and n � N if n � p�x�
then � is de�ned at n and ��n� � q�x�� Since partial recursive functions are
closed under composition and contain the identity function � is transitive
and re"exive i�e� it is a preorder� Then PropK��X� is the quotient of
X�P �N� by the equivalence relation generated by �� the partial order
between equivalence classes �p� is that induced by �� Given a function
f � Y �� X  the operation f� � PropK��X� �� PropK��Y � sends �p� to
�p � f �� it is easily seen to be well
de�ned monotonic and functorial�

Example 
���
 �Subobjects�� A important class of examples of prop

categories is provided by using the category
theoretic notion of a subobject
of an object� Recall that a morphism f � Y �� X in a category C is a
monomorphism if for all parallel pairs of morphisms g� h with codomain
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Y  g � h whenever f � g � f � h� The collection of monomorphisms in
C with codomain X can be preordered by declaring that f � f � if and
only if f � f � � g for some �mono�morphism g� Then a subobject of X
is an equivalence class of monomorphisms with codomain X under the
equivalence relation generated by �� If for each X  there are only a set of
such equivalence classes C is said to be well�powered�
If C has all �nite limits and is well
powered we can make it into a prop


category by taking PropC�X� to be the set of subobjects of X with partial
order that induced by �� Given f � Y �� X in C the operation f� on
subobjects is that induced by pullback along f � �Recall that a pullback of
a monomorphism is again a monomorphism�� When C � Set  we obtain
an example that is isomorphic to example ����� above� �Subobjects of X
in Set are in natural bijection with subsets of X �� But note that under
a similar isomorphism for C � Cpo the structure in example ����� picks
out a restricted collection subobjects� �Not every subobject of X in Cpo
corresponds to an inclusive subset X�consider for example the subobject
determined by identity function from the unordered two element set to the
ordered two element set��
Much of the development of the categorical approach to predicate logic

�such as the classic text by Makkai and Reyes ��	���� has restricted its
attention to interpretations in this class of examples where formulas �in
context� are interpreted as subobjects in categories�

Given a signature Sg of sort function and relation symbols as in section
��� a structure for Sg in a prop
category C is speci�ed by giving an object
����� in C for each sort � a morphism ��F �� � ������ � � � � � ���n�� �� ��� ��
in C for each function symbol F � ��� � � � � �n �� �  and a C
property
��R�� � PropC������� � � � � � ���n��� for each relation symbol R � ��� � � � � �n�
For each context � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� and formula � over the signature
for which the judgement �prop ��� is derivable we will de�ne a C
property

�������� � PropC�������

where ����� denotes the product �������� � �����n��� The de�nition will be given
by induction on the derivation of �prop ��� since there will be at most one
way to derive the well
formedness of a formula in a given context� At the
moment we only have one rule for forming formulas namely rule ����� for
forming atomic formulas� To de�ne �������� in this case we use the semantics
of terms
in
context described in Section � to assign meanings ��Mi����� in
the structure for the terms Mi and then de�ne

��R�M�� � � � �Mn������
def
� h��M������� � � � ��Mn�����i

����R��� �

The following lemma is a consequence of Lemma ����� specifying the
behaviour of the categorical semantics with respect to substitution of terms
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for variables in terms�

Lemma 
���� �Semantics of substitution and weakening�� In the
categorical semantics of formulas in context� substitution of a term for a
variable in a formula is interpreted via the pullback operations� Speci�cally�
if Mi � �i ��� for i � �� � � � � n� and if � prop ���� with �� � x� � ��� � � � � �n�
then

����� 	M�	x������� � h��M������� � � � � ��Mn�����i
������������

where �� 	M�	x� denotes the result of simultaneously substituting Mi for xi
�i � �� � � � � n� in ��

Similarly� weakening of contexts is interpreted via pullback along a prod�
uct projection
 if � prop ���� then

������ x � ���� � �������������

where ��� � ���� x � ��� � ������ ����� �� ����� is the product projection in C�

��� Satisfaction

Suppose that ��� � � � � �n � � ��� is a sequent over a given signature Sg�
Given a structure for Sg in a prop
category C what should it mean for
the structure to satisfy the sequent� Since �i prop ��� and � prop ��� are
required to hold we get C
properties ���i����� and �������� of the object ������
In the case n � � when the sequent contains a single antecedent formula
it seems natural to de�ne the satisfaction of the sequent to mean that
���i����� � �������� holds in the poset PropC�������� For the general case let
us suppose that each poset PropC�X� comes equipped with a distinguished
element �X and a binary operation A�A

� �� A � A�� Then we can de�ne
! � � ��� to be satis�ed if

��!����� � ��������

where ��!����� is de�ned by induction on the length of the list !�

��������
def
� �X

��!� ������
def
� ��!����� � ���������

We require this de�nition of satisfaction be sound for the rules in Fig� ��
if the hypotheses of a rule are satis�ed so should be the conclusion� For
�Cut� to be sound in the case that !� � � it is su�cient that for all
A�B�C � PropC�X� if A � B and �X � B � C then A � C� For �Id� to
be sound it is su�cient that A � B � B� From these two properties plus
the fact that � is a partial order it follows that �X � A � A� Using this
the soundness of �Exchange� amounts to requiring A � B � B � A� But
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then we have both A � B � B and A � B � B � A � A� so A � B is a
lower bound for A and B� In particular for all A A � �X � A � �X  so
that �X is the greatest element of PropC�X�� In fact A � B has to be the
greatest lower bound of A and B� for the soundness of �Contract� requires
C � C �C for all C� and the general form of �Cut� �when !� is nonempty�
requires for all A�A�� B� C � PropC�X� if A � B and A� � B � C then
A � A� � C� The latter property implies that � is monotone and hence
C � A and C � B imply C � C � C � A � B� So all in all we need
each poset PropC�X� to have �nite meets� But that is not all� in view
of Lemma ����� for the soundness of rules �Weaken� and �Subst� we will
need that these �nite meets be preserved by the pullback operations f� in
C� Therefore we are led to the following de�nition�

De�nition 
����� A prop
category C has �nite meets if for each object X
in C the poset PropC�X� possesses all �nite meets and these are preserved
by the pullback operations f�� Thus for each X there is �X � PropC�X�
satisfying

� A � �X  for all A � PropC�X�

� f���X� � �Y  for all f � Y �� X �

and for all A�B � PropC�X� there is an element A � B � PropC�X�
satisfying

� for all C � PropC�X� C � A �B if and only if C � A and C � B

� f��A � B� � f�A � f�B for all f � Y �� X �

Given a structure in C for a signature Sg we say that a sequent ! � � ���
over Sg is satis�ed by the structure if

V
��
�������� � �������� �����

where the left
hand side indicates the ��nite� meet of the elements ���������

Extending Theorem ����� we have�

Theorem 
���� �Soundness�� Let C be a prop�category that has �nite
meets and let Th be a theory in the sense of Section ��� Then any structure
in C for the underlying signature of Th that satis�es the axioms of Th also
satis�es its theorems�

Examples 
����� The prop
categories of Examples ����������� all have
�nite meets� Meets in Set �respectively Cpo� are given by set
theoretic
intersection of subsets �respectively inclusive subsets��these are clearly
preserved by the pullback operations since these are given by taking inverse
images of subsets along functions �respectively 
 continuous functions��
Finite meets in K� can be calculated as follows� Choose some recursive

bijection pr � N�N �� N and de�ne a binary operation on subsets A�B �
N by
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A �B
def
� fpr�n�m� j n � A and m � Bg

Then one can show that for any pair of K�
properties of a set X represented
by functions p� q � X �� P �N� say the meet of �p� and �q� in PropK��X�
is represented by the function n �� p�n� � q�n�� The greatest element
�X � PropK��X� is represented by the function n �� N� Since the pullback
operations f� in K� are given by pre
composition with f  it is clear from
these descriptions that �nite meets are preserved by f��
Finally let C be a category with �nite limits made into a prop
category

as in Example ����� by taking the C
properties of an object X to be its
subobjects� Then the top subobject�X is represented by the identity onX �
clearly this is stable under pullback� Given two subobjects represented by
monomorphismsA �� X�B �� X say their binary meet is represented by
the composition A�B �� A �� X  where A�B �� A is the categorical
pullback of B �� X along A �� X � Elementary properties of pullbacks
in categories guarantee that this meet operation is stable under pullback�

��� Propositional connectives

Given the well
known connection between intuitionistic propositional logic
and Heyting algebras �see �Dummett �	�� Chp� �� for example� it is not
surprising that to model these propositional connectives in a prop
category
we will need each poset PropC�X� to be a Heyting algebra� However
we also require that the Heyting algebra structure be preserved by the
pullback operations f�� This is because these operations will be used in
the categorical semantics to interpret the operation of substituting terms
for variables in a formula�

De�nition 
�	��� Let C be a prop
category�

�i� C has �nite joins if for each object X in C the poset PropC�X� pos

sesses all �nite joins and these are preserved by the pullback opera

tions f�� Thus for each X there is �X � PropC�X� satisfying

	 �X � A for all A � PropC�X�

	 f���X� � �Y  for all f � Y �� X �

and for all A�B � PropC�X� there is an element A � B � PropC�X�
satisfying

	 for all C � PropC�X� A � B � C if and only if A � C and
B � C

	 f��A �B� � f�A � f�B for all f � Y �� X �

�ii� C has Heyting implications �also called �relative pseudocomplements��
if it has �nite meets �cf� De�nition ������ and for each objectX and all
A�B � PropC�X� there is an element A�B � PropC�X� satisfying

	 for all C � PropC�X� C � A�B if and only if C � A � B

	 f��A�B� � f�A� f�B for all f � Y �� X �
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Given a signature Sg as in Section ��� consider compound formulas
built up from the atomic ones and the propositional constant false using
the propositional connectives # �conjunction� � �disjunction� and� �im

plication�� The rules of formation are

false prop ��� �����

� prop ��� �� prop ���
�where $ is one of #�����

�$�� prop ���
�����

Negation � will be treated as an abbreviation of �� false� truth true
will be treated as an abbreviation of false� bi
implication ���� will be
treated as an abbreviation of ������#�������
Given a structure for Sg in a prop
category C with �nite meets �


nite joins and Heyting implications we can interpret formulas
in
context
���� as C
properties �������� � PropC������� by induction on the derivation of
� prop ���� Atomic formulas are interpreted as in Section ��� and com

pound formulas as follows�

��false�����
def
� ������

���#�������
def
� �������� � ���������

��� � �������
def
� �������� � ���������

�����������
def
� ������������������

In this way the notion given in Section ��� of satisfaction of a sequent by
a structure applies to sequents involving the propositional connectives�

Theorem 
�	�� �Soundness�� Given a structure in a prop�category C
with �nite meets� �nite joins and Heyting implications� the collection of se�
quents ! � � ��� that are satis�ed by the structure �cf� ��� is closed under
the usual introduction and elimination introduction rules for the proposi�
tional connectives in Gentzen�s Natural Deduction formulation of the intu�
itionistic sequent calculus� set out in Fig� ��

Recall that a poset P can be regarded as a category whose objects
are the elements of P and whose morphisms are instances of the order
relation� From this point of view meets joins and Heyting implications
are all instances of adjoint functors� The operation of taking the meet
�respectively the join� of n elements is right �respectively left� adjoint to
the diagonal functor P �� Pn� and given A � P  the Heyting implication
operation A���� � P �� P is right adjoint to ��� � A � P �� P �
Fig� � gives an alternative formulation of the rules for the intuitionistic
propositional connectives re"ecting this adjoint formulation� The rules take
the form
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! � false
�false�Elim�

! � �

! � � !� � ��

�#�Intr�
!�!� � �#��

! � �#��

�#�Elim��
! � �

! � �#��

�#�Elim��
! � ��

! � �
���Intr��

! � � � ��

! � ��

���Intr��
! � � � ��

!� � � � !�� �� � � !�� � � � ��

���Elim�
!�!��!�� � �

!� � � ��
���Intr�

! � ����

! � ���� !� � �
���Elim�

!�!� � �

Fig� �� Natural Deduction rules for intuitionistic propositional connectives

! � � ! � ��

����������� �#�Adj �
! � �#��

!� � � � !� �� � �
��������������� ���Adj �
!� � � �� � �

!� � � ��

��������� ���Adj �
! � ����

��������� �false�Adj �
!� false � �

Fig� 	� �Adjoint� rules for intuitionistic propositional connectives

sequents
�������
sequent

A set of sequents is closed under such a �bi
rule� if the set contains the se

quents above the double line if and only if it contains the sequent below the
double line� such a rule is thus an abbreviation for several �uni
directional�
rules�
Note that the presence of the extra formulas ! in rule ���Adj � means

that the character of disjunction is captured not just by the left adjointness
property of binary joins�one also needs the adjoint to possess a �stability�
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property which in this case is the distribution of �nite meets over �nite
joins� �Compare this with the need identi�ed in Section ��� for coprod

ucts to be stable in order to model disjoint union types correctly�� In the
presence of rule ���Adj � this stability property is automatic and we could
have given the rule without the extra formulas !� ��false�Adj � is also a
�stable� left adjunction rule but in this case the stability gives rise to no
extra condition��
The proof of the Soundness Theorem ����� amounts to showing that the

rules in Fig� � are derived rules of Fig� �� Conversely it is not hard to prove
that the �uni
directional versions of� the rules in Fig� � are derived rules
of Fig� �� In this sense the two presentations give equivalent formulations
of provability �i�e� what can be proved in intuitionistic propositional logic�
However the structure of proofs in the two formulations may be very dif

ferent� One should note that the presence of rule �Cut� �which corresponds
to the transitivity of � in prop
categories� in Fig� � is apparently essen

tial for the adjoint formulation to be equivalent to the natural deduction
formulation of Fig� ��unlike the situation for Gentzen�s Sequent Calculus
formulation where cuts can be eliminated �see �Dummett �	�� ������

Remark 
�	��� A typical feature of the categorical treatment of logical
constructs is the identi�cation of which constructs are essentially uniquely
determined by their logical properties� Adjoint functors are unique up
to isomorphism if they exist� So in particular the operations of De�ni

tions ����� and ����� are uniquely determined if they exist for C� Cor

respondingly the adjoint rules of Fig� � make plain that up to provable
equivalence the intuitionistic connectives are uniquely determined by their
logical properties� For example there cannot be two di�erent binary meet
operations on a poset and correspondingly if #� were another connective
satisfying rule �# � Adj � then � � ��#������#� ��� would be provable
for all �� ��� Such uniqueness for logical constructs does not always hold�
for example the exponential operator �%� of Girard�s Linear Logic ��	���

does not have this property�

Example 
�	�	� The prop
category Set of Example ����� has �nite meets
and �nite joins given by set
theoretic intersection and union respectively
�which are preserved by the pullback operations since these are given
by taking inverse images along functions�� Indeed each PropSet�X� is
a Boolean algebra and so the categorical semantics of formulas is sound
for classical propositional logic� This semantics coincides with the usual
set
theoretic one in the sense that the subset ����x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n��� �
������� � � � � ���n�� consists of those n
tuples �a�� � � � � an� for which the sen

tence ��a��x�� � � � � an�xn� is satis�ed in the classical Tarskian sense �see
�Chang and Keisler �	�� ������

Example 
�	�
� Turning to the prop
category Cpo of Example ����� �rst
note that each poset PropCpo�X� does have meets joins and Heyting impli
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cations� Meets �even in�nite ones� are given by set
theoretic intersection�
Finite joins are given by set
theoretic union� The Heyting implication
A�B of inclusive subsets A�B � PropCpo�X� is given by taking the inter

section of all inclusive subsets of X that contain A n B � fx � X j x ��
A or x � Bg�
The operation f� of taking the inverse image of an inclusive subset

along an 

continuous function f � Y �� X preserves meets and �nite
joins but it does not preserve Heyting implications� �For example take X
to be the successor ordinal 
� Y to be the discrete 

cpo with the same set
of elements and f to be the identity function� when A � f
g and B � �
one has f��A�B� � f��X� � Y �� 
 � f�A� f�B�� Thus Cpo supports
the interpretation of conjunction and disjunction but not implication�

Example 
�	��� The prop
category K� of Example ����� has �nite meets
�nite joins and Heyting implications� To see this one needs to consider
numerical codes for partial recursive functions� Let n � x denote the result
if de�ned of applying the nth partial recursive function �in some standard
enumeration� to x� The notation fng�x� is traditional for n � x� We will
often write nx for n �x� a multiple application �n �x� �y will be written nxy
using the convention that � � � associates to the left�
So for each partial recursive function � � N � N there is some n � N

such that nx � ��x� for all x � N� Here �e � e� means �e� if and only if e���
in which case e � e�� and �e�� means �the expression e is de�ned�� The key
requirement of this enumeration of partial recursive functions is that the
partial binary operation n�m �� n �m makes N into a �partial combinatory
algebra��i�e� there should be K� S � N satisfying for all x� y� z � N that

Kx� and Kx � x

Sx�� Sxy� and Sxyz � xz�yz�

In particular K and S can be used to de�ne P�P��P� � N so that �x� y� ��
Pxy de�nes a recursive bijection N � N �� N with inverse z �� �P�z�P�z��
Now de�ne three binary operations on subsets A�B � N as follows�

A � B
def
� fPxy j x � A and y � Bg

A � B
def
� fP�x j x � Ag � fP�y j y � Ag

A�B
def
� fn j for all x � A nx� and nx � Bg

Using elementary properties of the partial combinatory algebra �N� �� one
can show that for any pair of K�
properties of a set X  represented by
functions p� q � X �� P �N� say the meet of �p� and �q� in PropK��X�
is represented by the function n �� p�n� � q�n�� Similarly their join is
represented by the function n �� p�n�� q�n� and their Heyting implication
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is represented by the function n �� p�n�� q�n�� The greatest and least
elements �X ��X � PropK��X� are represented by the functions n �� N

and n �� � respectively� Since the pullback operations f� in K� are given
by pre
composition with f  it is clear from these descriptions that �nite
meets �nite joins and Heyting implications are all preserved by f��
So the prop
category K� supports an interpretation of the propositional

connectives that is sound for intuitionistic logic� Combining the de�nition
of the categorical semantics with the above description of �nite meets �nite
joins and Heyting implications in K� one �nds that this interpretation is in
fact Kleene�s ��	��
realizability� explanation of the intuitionistic proposi

tional connectives �see �Dummett �	�� ����� in the sense that the relation
�n � ���� ���� coincides with the relation �n realizes ���

Remark 
�	� �Classical logic�� We can obtain classical propositional
logic by adding the rule

! � �

! � �

to those in Fig� �� Recalling that � is an abbreviation for �� false
one has that �������� is the pseudocomplement of �������� in the Heyt

ing algebra PropC�������� For the above rule to be sound in C we need
��A��X���X� � A to hold for each A � PropC�X�� In other words the
pseudocomplement of every C
property must actually be a complement� So
to obtain a sound �and in fact complete� semantics for classical proposi

tional logic we require that each PropC�X� is a Boolean algebra and that
each pullback operation f� preserve �nite meets and joins �and hence also
complements��

��� Quanti�cation

The rules for forming quanti�ed formulas are

��x� prop �x � ��

����� prop

��x� prop �x � ��

����� prop
�

The usual Natural Deduction rules for introducing and eliminating
quanti�ers are given in Fig� �� Modulo the structural rules of Fig� � these
Natural Deduction rules are inter
derivable with an �adjoint� formulation
given by the bi
directional rules of Fig� �� It should be noted that some
side conditions are implicit in these rules because of the well
formedness
conditions mentioned after ����� that are part of the de�nition of a sequent�
Thus x does not occur free in ! in ���Intro� or ���Adj �� and it does not
occur free in !�!�� � in ���Elim� or ���Adj ��
What structure in a prop
category C with �nite meets is needed to

soundly interpret quanti�ers� Clearly we need functions
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! � ��x� �x � ��
���Intr�

! � �����

! � ����� M � �
���Elim�

! � ��M�

! � ��M�
���Intr�

! � �����

! � ����� !�� ��x� � � �x � ��
��
Elim�

!�!� � �

Fig� 
� Natural Deduction rules for quanti�ers

! � ��x� �x � ��
������������ ���Adj �
! � �����

!� ��x� � � �x � ��
�������������� ���Adj�
!� ����� � �

Fig� �� �Adjoint� rules for quanti�ers

V
I�X �

W
I�X � PropC�I �X� �� PropC�I�

so that we can de�ne

������������
def
�

V
����������������x���� x � �����

������������
def
�

W
����������������x���� x � ����� �

In order to retain the soundness of the structural rules �Weaken� and
�Subst� we must require that these operations be natural in I  i�e� for
any f � I � �� I we require

f��
V
I�XA� �

V
I��X��f � idX�

�A� �����

f��
W
I�XA� �

W
I��X��f � idX�

�A� � �����

Given the semantics of weakening in Lemma ����� for the soundness of
���Adj � we need

A �
V
I�X�B� � ����A� � B �����

for all A � PropC�I� and B � PropC�I �X�� In other words
V
I�X provides

a right adjoint to the monotone function
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��� � PropC�I� �� PropC�I �X� �

Note that this requirement determines the function
V
I�X uniquely and

implies in particular that it is a monotone function�
Given the de�nition of satisfaction of sequents in Section ��� for the

soundness of ���Adj � we need

A �
W
I�X�B� � C � ����A� � B � ����C�

for all A�C � PropC�I� and B � PropC�I �X�� We can split this require

ment into two� �rst that

W
I�X provides a left adjoint to �

�
�  and secondly

a �stability� condition for the left adjoint with respect to meets�

W
I�X�B� � C � B � ����C� ���	�

A �
W
I�X�B� �

W
I�X��

�
��A� � B� � ������

De�nition 
�
��� Let C be a prop
category with �nite meets� We say that
C has universal quanti�cation if for each product projection �� � I�X ��
X in C the pullback function ��� possesses a right adjoint

V
I�X ����� and

these right adjoints are natural in I ������
We say that C has existential quanti�cation if each ��� possesses a left

adjoint
W
I�X ���	� and these left adjoints are both natural in I ����� and

satisfy the stability condition �������

Thus we have shown that if C is a prop�category with �nite meets and
both universal and existential quanti�cation� then the sequents that are sat�
is�ed by a structure in C are closed under the quanti�er rules in Fig� �

Remark 
�
��� Conditions ����� and ����� are instances of what Lawvere
��	�	� termed the �Beck
Chevalley Condition�� see Remark ������ Condition
������ was called by him �Frobenius Reciprocity�� It is somewhat analogous
to the stability condition on coproducts needed in Section ��� to soundly
interpret disjoint union types� Just as there we noted that the existence of
exponentials makes stability of coproducts automatic so here it is the case
that condition ������ holds automatically if C has Heyting implications �see
De�nition �������

Example 
�
��� The prop
cat Set of Example ����� possesses adjoints for
all pullback operations and in particular for pullback along projections�
Speci�cally for A � I �X we have

V
I�X�A� � fi � I j �x � X��i� x� � AgW
I�X�A� � fi � I j �x � X��i� x� � Ag �

These adjoints are easily seen to be natural in I  and since Set has Heyting
�indeed Boolean� implications as noted above the Frobenius Reciprocity
condition ������ holds automatically�
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Thus Set has both universal and existential quanti�cation� Given the
above formulas for the adjoints it is clear that the remark in Example �����
about the coincidence categorical semantics in Set with the usual Tarskian
semantics of formulas continues to hold in the presence of quanti�ed for

mulas�

Example 
�
�	� The prop
categoryK� of Example ����� also has universal
and existential quanti�cation� Given A � PropK��I � X� suppose A is
represented by the function p � I � X �� P �N�� Then

V
I�X�A� andW

I�X�A� can be represented respectively by the functions

�I�X�p� � �I�X�p� � I �� P �N�

de�ned by

�I�X�p��i� �
�
x�X

p�i� x� and �I�X�p��i� �
�
x�X

p�i� x� �

Some calculations with partial recursive functions show that these formulas
do indeed yield the required adjoints and that they are natural in I � Since
we noted in Example ����� that K� has Heyting implications the Frobenius
Reciprocity condition ������ holds automatically�

Example 
�
�
� The prop
category Cpo of Example ����� possesses nat

ural right adjoints to pulling back along projections� they are given just
as for Set by the formula ������ since this is an inclusive subset when
A is� Cpo also possesses left adjoint to pulling back along projections�W
I�X�A� is given by the smallest inclusive subset of I containing fi � I j

�x � X��i� x� � Ag �i�e� by the intersection of all inclusive subsets contain

ing that set�� However these left adjoints do not satisfy the Beck
Chevalley
condition ������ For if this condition did hold for any i � I we could ap

ply it with I � a one
element 

cpo and f � I � �� I the function mapping
the unique element of I � to i to conclude that i �

W
I�X�A� if and only if

�i� x� � A for some x � X � In other words the set in ������ would already be
inclusive when A is inclusive� But this is by no means the case in general�
�For example consider when I is the successor ordinal 
� and X is the
discrete 

cpo with the same set of elements� Then A � f�m�n� j m � ng
is an inclusive subset of I �X  but ������ is 
 which is not an inclusive
subset of 
���
Thus the prop
category Cpo has universal quanti�cation but not exis


tential quanti�cation�

��� Equality

We have seen that the categorical semantics of the propositional connec

tives and quanti�ers provides a characterization of these logical operations
in terms of various categorical adjunctions� In this section we show that
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M � �
���Intr�

! � �M �� M�

! � �M �� M
�� !� � ��x� x� �x � ��

���Elim�
!�!� � ��M�M ��

Fig� � Natural Deduction rules for equality

! � ��x� x� �x � ��
��������������������������� ���Adj �
!� �x �� x

�� � ��x� x�� �x � �� x� � ��

Fig� �� �Adjoint� rule for equality

within the context of �rst
order logic the same is true of equality pred

icates� �As with so much of categorical logic this observation originated
with Lawvere ��	����� The formation rule for equality formulas is

M � � M � � �
�

�M �� M
�� prop

Natural Deduction rules for introducing and eliminating such formulas are
given in Fig� � �cf� �Nordstr�om et al� �		� Section ������ The usual prop

erties of equality such as re"exivity symmetry and transitivity can be
derived from these rules� It is not hard to see that modulo the structural
rules of Fig� � the Natural Deduction rules are inter
derivable with an
�adjoint� formulation given by the bi
directional rule of Fig� ��
Suppose C is a prop
category with �nite meets� To interpret equality

formulas whilst respecting the structural rules �Weaken� and �Subst� of
Fig� � for each C
object X we need a C
property

EqX � PropC�X �X�

so that we can de�ne

���M �� M
�������

def
� h��M ������ ��M ������i��Eq������ � ������

Given the de�nition of satisfaction of sequents in Section ��� for the sound

ness of ���Adj � we need

A � �idI � X�
��B� � �idI � ���

��A� � ����EqX� � B ������
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for all C
objects I�X and all C
properties A � PropC�I � X� and B �
PropC�I � �X � X��� Here  X is the diagonal morphism hidX � idXi �
X �� X �X  and �� and �� are the product projections X �X �� X
and I � �X �X� �� X �X �
Condition ������ says that for each A � PropC�I �X� the value of the

left adjoint to �idI �  X�
� exists at A and is equal to �idI � ���

��A� �
����EqX�� In particular taking I to be the terminal object in C and A �
�I�X  we have that EqX is the value of the left adjoint to  

�
X at the top

element �X � PropC�X� i�e�

�X �  �
X�B� � EqX � B ������

for all B � PropC�X � X�� Note that the C
properties EqX are uniquely
determined by this requirement�

De�nition 
����� Let C be a prop
category with �nite meets� We say
that C has equality if for each C object X  the value EqX of the left adjoint
to  �

X at the top element �X � PropC�X� exists and satis�es ������

Thus we have shown that if C is a prop�category with �nite meets and
equality� then the sequents that are satis�ed by a structure in C are closed
under the equality rules in Fig� ��

Remark 
����� In fact when C also has Heyting implications and universal
quanti�cation then property ������ is automatic if EqX exists satisfying
������� This observation corresponds to the fact that in the presence of
implication and universal quanti�cation the rule ���Adj � is inter
derivable
with a simpler rule without �parameters��

� � ��x� x� �x � ��
�

�x �� x
�� � ��x� x�� �x � �� x� � ��

Example 
����� The prop
category Set of Example ����� has equality�
Since we have seen in previous sections that Set has implication and uni

versal quanti�cation by Remark ����� it su�ces to establish the existence of
the left adjoint to  �

X at�X � But for this clearly we can take EqX � X�X
to be the identity relation f�x� x� j x � Xg�
Similarly for the prop
category K� of Example ����� since it has impli


cation and universal quanti�cation to see that it also has equality we just
have to verify ������� This can be done by taking taking EqX to be the
K�
property represented by the function �X � X �X �� P �N� de�ned by

�X�x� x
��

def
�

�
N if x � x�

� if x �� x� �

Example 
���	� We saw in Example ����� that prop
category Cpo does
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not have Heyting implications� Hence condition ������ is not necessarily
implied by the special case ������ in this case� Nevertheless we can satisfy
������ by taking each EqX to be the inclusive subset f�x� x� j x � Xg of
the 

cpo X �X � Thus Cpo does have equality�

Example 
���
� Let C be a category with �nite limits made into a prop

category �with �nite meets� as in Example ������ Then C has equality with
EqX the subobject of X �X represented by the diagonal monomorphism
 X � hidX � idXi� Note that in this case de�nition ������ implies that the
interpretation ���M �� M ������� of an equality formula is the subobject of
����� represented by the equalizer of the pair of C
morphisms

��M ����� � ��M ������ � ����� �� ����� �

Remark 
���� �Generalized quanti�ers�� Suppose that C is a prop

category with �nite meets Heyting implications and both universal and
existential quanti�cation� Then not only do the adjoints

V
I�X �

W
I�X exist

but in fact for any C morphism f � X �� Y  the monotone function
f� � PropC�Y � �� PropC�X� has both left and right adjoints which will
be denoted

W
f and

V
f respectively� Indeed for B � PropC�Y � we can

de�ne

W
f �A� �

W
X�Y ��f � idY �

��EqY � � ����A��V
f �A� �

V
X�Y ��f � idY �

��EqY ������A�� �

It is easier to see what these expressions mean and to prove that they
have the required adjointness properties if we work in a suitable internal
language for the prop
category C� The signature of such an internal lan

guage is like that discussed in Section ��� but augmented with relation
symbols R � X�� � � � �Xn for each C
property R � PropC�X�� � � � �Xn�
�for each tuple of C
objects X�� � � � � Xn�� Using the obvious structure in
C for this signature one can describe C
properties using the interpretation
of formulas over the signature� and relations between such C
properties
can be established by proving sequents in the predicate calculus and then
appealing to the soundness results we have established�
From this perspective

W
f and

V
f are the interpretation of formulas

that are generalized quanti�ers� adjoint to substitution�

W
f �A� � �����x��f�x� �Y y # A�x����V
f �A� � �����x��f�x� �Y y � A�x���� �

The adjointness properties

W
f �A� � B � A � f��B�
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B �
V
f �A� � f��B� � A

can be deduced from the fact that the following bi
directional rules are
derivable from the Natural Deduction rules for #��� ����� �

���x��f�x� �Y y # A�x�� � B�y� �y � Y �
�������������������������������

A�x� � B�f�x�� �x � X �

B�y� � ���x��f�x� �Y y � A�x�� �y � Y �
�������������������������������� �

B�f�x�� � A�x� �x � X �

We required the adjoints
W
I�X� �

W
��
� and

V
I�X� �

V
��
� to be natural

in I in order to model the interaction between quanti�cation and substi

tution correctly� More generally the adjoints

W
f and

V
f enjoy stability

properties re"ecting the interaction of the generalized quanti�ers with sub

stitution on their parameters� These stability conditions are all instances
of what Lawvere ��	�	� termed Beck
Chevalley conditions� In general if

X
h
� W

Y

f

�

g
� Z
�

k

is a commutative square in C then we say that the left adjoints to the
pullback functions satisfy a Beck�Chevalley Condition for the above square
if g�

W
k �

W
fh

�� Note that h�k� � f�g� �since kh � gf� idW � k�
W
k

�since
W
k is left adjoint to k

�� and
W
ff

� � idY �since
W
f is left adjoint

to f��� so W
fh

� �
W
fh

�k�
W
k �

W
ff

�g�
W
k � g�

W
k �

So the Beck
Chevalley Condition amounts to requiring the other inequal

ity� g�

W
k �

W
fh

�� Dually g�
V
k �

V
fh

� holds automatically and the
right adjoints are said to satisfy a Beck
Chevalley condition for the above
square if the reverse inequality holds so that g�

V
k �

V
fh

�� With this ter

minology it is the case that in a prop
category with �nite meets Heyting
implications and quanti�cation the left and right adjoints to the pullback
operations satisfy the Beck
Chevalley Condition for certain commutative
squares which �by virtue of the �nite products in C� are pullback squares�
These are the squares of the form
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I �X
��
� X

I � Y

idI � f

�

��
� Y
�

f

X
hidX � fi

� X � Y

Y

f

�

 Y

� Y � Y �
�

f � idY

If the underlying category of C has all pullbacks obviously a su�cient
condition to ensure the adjoints to the pullback functions satisfy these sta

bility conditions is that the Beck
Chevalley Condition holds for all pullback
squares� �And in fact this holds for the left adjoints if and only if it holds
for the right adjoints�� This is the case for the prop
categories Set and K�
of Examples ����� and ������

Remark 
���� The version of predicate logic we have described here is
somewhat unusual in that it has both equality judgements �M �M � � � ����
and equality formulas �M �� M

�� the latter occurring as a constituent of
sequent judgments �! � � ����� Using the rule �Subst� from Fig� � and the
rule ���Intro� from Fig� � one can derive the following rule connecting the
two forms of equality�

M �M � � �
�

� � �M �� M
��

However for the converse of this rule to be satis�ed in a prop
category
with equality it would have to be the case that for any parallel pair of
C
morphisms f� f � � I �� X  that if �I � hf� f �i��EqX� then f � f �� This
condition holds for the examples given in this section but not in general�
�For example consider a �degenerate� prop
category whose underlying cat

egory is the category of sets and functions and whose poset of properties
at each set is the trivial one
element poset��

��	 Completeness

Let Th be a theory whose sequent axioms may involve the propositional
connectives quanti�ers and equality� The theorems of such a theory are
those judgements that can be derived from the axioms using the rules in
Figs � � � and � together with the rules for equational logic given in
Section ����
Given a prop
category C possessing �nite meets �nite joins Heyting

implications quanti�cation and equality a categorical model for Th in C
consists of a structure for the signature of the theory with the property that
each of the theory�s axioms are satis�ed by the structure� The soundness
of the categorical semantics implies that every theorem of the theory is also
satis�ed by such a model� Conversely the categorical semantics is complete
in the sense that a judgement over the signature of a given theory is a
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theorem if it is satis�ed by all models of the theory in prop
categories with
�nite meets �nite joins Heyting implications quanti�cation and equality�
This completeness is an easy corollary of the stronger result that given

Th  there is a �classifying� prop
category C��Th� containing a �generic�
model G which is in particular a structure that satis�es a sequent �or an
equation� if and only if it is a theorem of Th � This classifying prop
category
can be constructed via an extension of the �term
model� construction dis

cussed in Section �� The underlying category of the prop
category C��Th�
is constructed just as in Section ���� its objects are �
equivalence classes of
contexts � and its morphisms are equivalence classes of context morphisms
under provable equality in Th �
Then for each object � we de�ned the poset of C��Th�
properties of �

as follows� Its underlying set is the quotient

PropC��Th����
def
� f� j � prop ���g� �Th

where the equivalence relation � �Th �
� holds if and only if both � � �� ���

and �� � � ��� are theorems of Th � The partial order on PropC��Th���� is
that induced by Th
provable entailment� A � A� holds if and only if for
some �indeed any� formulas � and �� representing the equivalence classes
A and A� respectively � � �� ��� is a theorem of Th �
To complete the de�nition of the prop
category structure �cf� De�ni


tion ������ we have to de�ne the action of pulling back a C��Th�
property
along a morphism� This is induced by the operation of substituting terms
for variables in formulas� Given A � PropC��Th���� and � � �

� �� � with

A � ���

� � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n�

� � �M�� � � � �Mn�

then

��A
def
� ���M��x�� � � � �Mn�xn�� �

The properties of monotonicity and functoriality of ���� in De�nition �����
are easily veri�ed �using the de�nition of identities and composition in
C��Th� given in Section �����

Proposition 
���� The classifying prop�category C��Th� has �nite meets�
�nite joins� Heyting implication� universal and existential quanti�cation�
and equality�

Proof� The propositional operations are induced by the corresponding log

ical connectives� Thus for any object � and C��Th�
properties A � ��� and
A� � ���� of � we have�
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A �A� � ��#���

A �A� � �� � ���

A�A� � ������

�� � �true�

�� � �false� �

Similarly quanti�cation is induced by the corresponding operation on
formulas� Thus if A � ��� � PropC��Th�� ��� so that � prop � ��� then

V
����A� � �����x�� � � � ��n�xn���

if � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� say�
Finally for each object � � �x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n� the equality property

Eq� � Prop��� ��� can be represented by the formula

�x� ��� x
�
��# � � �#�xn ��n x

�
n�

where the variables x��� � � � � x
�
n are chosen to be distinct from x�� � � � � xn

�and each other��

Turning now to the generic model G of Th in C��Th� its underlying
structure is de�ned for the types and function symbols of Th as in Sec

tion ��� and for relation symbols R � ��� � � � � �n by

G��R��
def
� �R�x�� � � � � xn�� � PropC��Th���x� � ��� � � � � xn � �n�� �

Extending the properties of G on types terms and equations given in
Lemma ����� we also have the following properties for formulas and se

quents�

Lemma 
���� The structure G has the following properties�

�i� If � prop ���� then the interpretation G�������� � PropC��Th���� of the
formula � in the structure G is just the C��Th��property represented
by the formula ��

�ii� ! � � ��� is a theorem of Th if and only if

V
��
G�������� � G�������� �

In other words� G satis�es a sequent just in case it is a theorem of
Th� In particular G satis�es the axioms of Th and hence is a model
of Th�

Corollary 
��� �Completeness�� A judgement over the signature of a
given theory is a theorem if it is satis�ed by all models of the theory in
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prop�categories with �nite meets� �nite joins� Heyting implications� quan�
ti�cation� and equality�

Stronger forms of completeness hold with models of Th restricted to
particular classes of prop
category� For example Kripke�s completeness
theorem for intuitionistic predicate logic �see �Dummett �	�� Chp� ��� can
be paraphrased in category
theoretic terms as asserting the completeness
of the collection of prop
categories of the kind given in Example ����� but
with the category C restricted to be a category of set
valued presheaves on
a poset�

Remark 
��	� The classifying prop
category C��Th� and the generic al

gebra G of a predicate theory have a universal property analogous to that
given for algebraic theories in Theorem ����� �but with respect to a suitable
notion of morphism of prop
categories�� This universal property forms the
basis of an equivalence between theories in predicate logic �and translations
between them� and suitably structured prop
categories �and morphisms be

tween them��cf� Section ����

� Dependent Types
This section considers the categorical semantics of type theories involving
types that depend upon terms� Martin
L�of�s type theory �see �Nordstr�om
et al� �		��� provides an example of such a system as does the Girard

Reynolds second order lambda calculus �see �Girard �	�	��� Here we will
just consider a fundamental example namely the dependently typed ana

logue of the algebraic theories of Section �� So types and terms will be built
up from a signature of function symbols which now may be type
valued as
well as term
valued� Once one has explained the categorical framework
corresponding to such dependently typed algebraic theories � one can use it
systematically to describe the categorical structure needed for any partic

ular dependently
typed datatype constructor�much as we did for simple
types in Section �� We will just consider a single example of this namely
the categorical semantics of dependent products in Section ����
Several di�erent but interconnected categorical structures have been

proposed for interpreting the basic framework of dependent types by Seely
��	��� Cartmell ��	��� Taylor ��	��� Ehrhard ��	��� Streicher ��	�	
�		�� Hyland and Pitts ��	�	� Obtu&lowicz ��	�	� Curien ��	�	� and Ja

cobs ��		��� This re"ects the fact that the categorical interpretation of
dependent types is undoubtedly more complicated than the other varieties
of categorical logic explained in this chapter� This is due to the structural
complications implicit in the logic� One complication is that in general
one must consider the satisfaction of equations not only between terms
�of the same type� but also between types� Another complication is that

�Cartmell ������ calls such theories �generalized algebraic��
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proofs of well
formedness of expressions cannot be separated from proofs of
equality and are by no means unique� If one assigns meanings to expres

sions by induction on the derivation of their well
formedness one therefore
has to take care that the meaning is independent of the particular deriva

tion� Early accounts �Seely �	��� of the categorical semantics of dependent
types tended to gloss over this point� Here we will take a more careful but
necessarily more complicated approach using an adaptation of Cartmell�s
notion of �category with attributes��a simpli�ed version of the �contex

tual categories� he uses in �Cartmell �	���� Categories with attributes are
categories equipped with some extra structure for interpreting �dependent�
types� accordingly we adopt �in De�nition ������ the rather more compact
terminology of �type
categories� for the categorical structure we use�
In order to motivate the notion of type
category we will reverse the

pattern set by Sects � and �� having described the syntax we will organize
it into a category just as in Section ��� and see how the extra structure
needed for a type
category emerges� We then give the interpretation of
the syntax in a general type
category� The soundness of the interpretation
�Theorem ������ relies on some �strictness� conditions built into the de�ni

tion of type
category to avoid the potential di�culties mentioned above to
do with multiple proofs of well
formedness of judgements� The wide range
of examples of type
categories which we give shows that these strictness
conditions are not restrictive in practice� Without them one must resolve
quite complicated coherence problems� see �Curien �		���

��� Syntactic considerations

We will continue to make use of the simply typed metalanguage introduced
at the beginning of Section � with ground arities Types and Terms� We
assume given a signature Sg consisting of collections of meta
constants

� s � Termsn � Types called n
ary type�valued function symbols

� F � Termsn � Terms called n
ary term�valued function symbols

for each number n� The raw� expressions of the object language over Sg
are then the meta
expressions built up from the symbols in Sg and a �xed
countably in�nite set Var � fv�� v�� � � �g of meta
variables of arity Terms�
In particular the raw types over Sg are meta
expressions of arity Types
and the raw terms over Sg are meta
expressions of arity Terms� �The
algebraic signatures of Sect ��� also contained typing information for the
function symbols� The analogous information here will given as part of
the axioms of a dependently
typed algebraic theory rather than as part
of its underlying signature�� Throughout Section � Sg will denote a �xed
signature in the above sense�

�The adjective �raw� is used to emphasize that not all expressions will be �well	formed�
in the technical sense to be explained�
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De�nition ������ As before a context  � is a �nite list � � �x� �
��� � � � � xn � �n� of �variabletype�
pairs but now subject to the following
conditions on variables� for each i � �� � � � � n

var��i� � fx�� � � � � xi��g and xi �� fx�� � � � � xi��g

where var�e� denotes the ��nite� set of variables occurring in the expression
e� Thus the variables xi are distinct and each type �i only involves variables
which have already been listed in the context� Notational conventions
for contexts will be as in Section ���� in particular � � denotes the empty
context�

The variant of dependently typed Equational Logic that we are going
to describe contains rules for deriving a number of di�erent forms of judge

ment set out in Table �� The �secondary� judgement forms are so
called be

cause they are in fact expressible in terms of the primary forms modulo the
rules for dependently typed equational logic given below �cf� Remark �������

De�nition ������ A dependently typed algebraic theory  Th  over the
signature Sg is speci�ed by the following data�

� For each type
valued function symbol s a judgement

s�	x� type ��s�

called the introductory axiom of s� Here 	x is the list of variables of
the context �s and must have length n when s has arity Terms

n
�

Types� �s lists the types of the argument to which s may be applied�

� For each term
valued function symbol F a judgement

F �	x� � �F ��F �

called the introductory axiom of F � Once again 	x is the list of vari

ables of the context �F  and must have length n when F has arity
Terms

n
� Terms� �F lists the types of the arguments to which

F may be applied and �F gives the type of the result �which may
depend upon those arguments��

� A collection of judgements of the form M � M � � � ��� called the
term�equality axioms of Th �

� A collection of judgements of the form � � �� ��� called the type�
equality axioms of Th �

Given such a theory the theorems of Th are the judgements which are
provable using the rules shown in Figs 	 and ��� In the rules 	x is the
list of variables of context � and 	x� is the list of variables of context ���
and supposing � � �M�� � � � �Mn� and 	x � �x�� � � � � xn� then ����	x� denotes
the result of simultaneously substituting the term Mi for the variable xi
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Table �� Forms of judgement

�� and �� are contexts � and �� are raw types M and M � are raw terms
and � and �� are �nite lists of raw terms��

Judgement Intended meaning Restriction

Primary forms

� type ��� �� is a well
formed type in
context ��

var��� � var���

M � � ��� �M is a well
formed term
of type � in context ��

var�M��� � var���

� � �� ��� �� and �� are equal
�well
formed� types in
context ��

var��� ��� � var���

M �M � � � ��� �M and M � are equal
�well
formed� terms of
type � in context ��

var�M�M �� �� � var���

Secondary forms

� ctxt �� is a well
formed
context�

� � ���� �� is a context morphism
from � to ���

var��� � var���

� � �� �� and �� are equal �well

formed� contexts�

� and �� of equal length

� � �� � ���� �� and �� are equal context
morphisms from � to ���

var��� ��� � var��� and
� �� and �� of equal
length
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Contexts

� � ctxt

� type ���

��� x � �� ctxt

� � � � �

� � �� � � ���	x�	x�� ���

��� x � �� � ���� x� � ���

Types

� type ���

� � � ���

� � �� ���

�� � � ���

� � �� ��� �� � ��� ���

� � ��� ���

� � ���� � type ���

����	x� type ����

� � �� � ���� � � �� ���

����	x� � ������	x� ����

Terms

��� x � ����� ctxt

x � � ��� x � �����

M � � ��� � � �� ���

M � �� ���

M �M � � � ��� � � �� ���

M �M � � �� ���

M � � ���

M �M � � ���

M �M � � � ���

M � �M � � ���

M �M � � � ��� M � �M �� � � ���

M �M �� � � ���

� � ���� M � � ���

M ���	x� � ����	x� ����

� � �� � ���� M �M � � � ���

M ���	x� �M �����	x� � ����	x� ����

Context morphisms

��� ctxt

� � � ��� �

� � ���� � type ��� M � ����	x� ����

���M � � ������ x � ��

��� ctxt

� � � � � � ��� �

� � �� � ���� � type ��� M �M � � ����	x� ����

���M � � ����M �� � ������ x � ��

Fig� �� General rules
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�s ctxt
�s has introductory axiom s�	x� type ��s��

s�	x� type ��s�

�F type ��F �
�F has introductory axiom F �	x� � �F ��F ��

F �	x� � �F

M � � ��� M � � � ���
�M �M � � � ��� is a term
equality axiom�

M �M � � � ���

� type ��� �� type ���
�� � �� ��� is a type
equality axiom��

� � �� ���

Fig� ��� Rules for axioms

in the type �� In reading the rules it should not be forgotten that we
only consider contexts which are well
formed in the sense of satisfying the
conditions on variables mentioned in De�nition ������ Thus for example
in the rule for deriving ��� x � �� it is necessarily the case that x is distinct
from the variables in ��
The rules in Fig� 	 are general rules for dependently typed equational

logic whereas those in Fig� �� relate to the particular axioms of Th � Note
that these rules for using the axioms of Th do have hypotheses� if the
hypotheses of such a rule are never satis�ed then we can never make use
of the axiom�

De�nition ������ We will say that a dependently typed algebraic theory
Th is well�formed if all of the hypotheses of the rules for introducing axioms
are provable from the rules in Figs 	 and ��� �In this case each of the axioms
is indeed a theorem of Th��

Remark ����	� The form of judgement � � � ���� � is not usually made
explicit in presentations of theories of dependent types� We have chosen
to make it a ��rst
class� judgement form because it permits a conceptually
clear and concise formulation of the substitution rules and because it will
play a key role in the de�nition of the classifying category of a dependently

typed algebraic theory in the next section� However it is easy to see from
the rules in Fig� 	 that this form of judgement� along with the forms � � �
�� � ���� �� �� ctxt � and �� � �� �� are all equivalent to �nite conjunctions
of instances of the forms �� type ��� �� �M � � ��� �� �� � �� ��� �� and
�M �M � � � ��� ��

Example ����
� The theory of categories provides an example of a well

formed dependently
typed algebraic theory� The underlying signature is�
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obj � Types

hom � Terms
��Types

Id � Terms�Terms

Comp � Terms
�Terms�

The axioms are as follows
obj type � �

hom�x� y� type �x � obj � y � obj �

Id�x� � hom�x� x� �x � obj �

Comp�x� y� z� f� g� � hom�x� z� ���

Comp�x� x� y� Id �x�� f� � f � hom�x� y� �x � obj� y � obj� f � hom�x� y��

Comp�x� y� y� f� Id�y�� � f � hom�x� y� �x � obj� y � obj� f � hom�x� y��

Comp�x� y� w� f�Comp�y� z� w� g� h�� �

Comp�x� z� w�Comp�x� y� z� f� g�� h� � hom�x�w� � �

where

�
def
� �x � obj� y � obj� z � obj� f � hom�x� y�� g � hom�y� z��

 
def
� �x � obj� y � obj� z � obj� w � obj�

f � hom�x� y�� g � hom�y� z�� h � hom�z� w�� �

It is evident from this example that the formal requirement in the in

troductory axiom of a function symbol �such as that for Comp� that all
variables in the context occur explicitly as arguments of the function is
at variance with informal practice� See �Cartmell �	�� Section ��� for a
discussion of this issue�

Remark ����� �Substitution and Weakening��� A general rule for
substituting along a context morphism is derivable from the rules in Figs 	
and �� viz�

� � ���� J ���
�

J ���	x� ����
�����

where J is one of the four forms � e type � � e � e� � � e � e� � or � e � e� � e�� �
and 	y is the list of variables in ��� A special case of this is a general derived
rule for weakening contexts�
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� type ��� J ������
�

J ��� x � �����
�����

The rules for substitution in Fig� 	 also have as special cases forms which
correspond more closely to the substitution rule ���	� for simply typed
equational logic viz�

M �M � � � ��� N � N � � � ��� x � �����

N �M�x� � N ��M ��x� � � �M�x� ������M�x��
�����

M �M � � � ��� � � � � ��� x � �����
�

� �M�x� � � ��M ��x� ������M�x��
�����

��� Classifying category of a theory

We are now going to construct a category C��Th� out of the syntax of
a dependently typed algebraic theory Th � In fact the construction is es

sentially just as in Section ���� More accurately the construction in that
section is the special case of the one given here when the theory has only
�
ary type
valued function symbols�
We will use the following terminology with respect to the judgements

which are theorems of Th � Say that � is a Th
context if the judgement
��� ctxt is a theorem of Th � say that Th
contexts � and �� are Th
provably
equal if the judgement � � �� is a theorem of Th � say that � � ���� is a
morphism of Th�contexts if the judgement � � ���� is a theorem of Th �
and �nally say that two Th
context morphisms are Th
provably equal if
� � �� � ���� is a theorem of Th �

Objects of C��Th�� The collection of objects of the classifying category is
the quotient of the set of Th
contexts by the equivalence relation of being
Th
provably equal� This de�nition makes sense because the following rules
are derivable from those in Figs 	 and ���

� ctxt

� � �

� � ��

�� � �

� � �� �� � ���

�
� � ���

We will tend not to distinguish notationally between a Th
context and the
object of C��Th� that it determines�

Morphisms of C��Th�� Given two objects in C��Th� represented by Th

contexts � and �� say the collection of morphisms in the classifying cat

egory from the �rst object to the second is the quotient of the set of Th

context morphisms ���� by the equivalence relation of being Th
provably
equal� This de�nition makes sense because the following rules are derivable
from those in Figs 	 and ���
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� � �� � � ������ ��� � ����

� � ������

� � ����

� � � � ����

� � �� � ����

�� � � � ����

� � �� � ���� �� � ��� � ����
�

� � ��� � ����

We will tend not to distinguish notationally between a Th
context mor

phism and the morphism of C��Th� which it determines�

Composition in C��Th�� Given context morphisms � � ���� and �� �
������ with �� � �N�� � � � � Nm� and var���� � 	x� say de�ne the composi�
tion �� � � � ����� just as in Section ��� viz�

�� � �
def
� �N����	x

��� � � � � Nm���	x
��� �

The derived rules for substitution mentioned in Remark ����� can be used
to show that the following derived rules for composition are valid�

� � ���� �� � ������

�� � � � �����

�� � �� � ���
� ��� � ��� � �

�����

��� � �� � ��� � �� � ���
��

� � ���� �� � ������ ��� � ��������
�

��� � ��� � �� � ���� � ��� � � � ������

From these rules it follows that a well
de�ned and associative operation of
composition is induced on the morphisms of the classifying category� The
identity morphisms for this composition are induced by the identity context
morphisms id� � ��� which are de�ned just as in Section ����

id�
def
� �x�� � � � � xn�

where x�� � � � � xn are the variables listed in �� These context morphisms do
induce morphisms in C��Th� which are units for composition because the
following rules are derivable�

� ctxt

id� � ���

� � ��

id� � id�� � ���
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� � ����

� � id� � � � ����

� � ����
�

id�� � � � � � ����

This completes the de�nition of C��Th� as a category� We now move
on to examine what extra categorical structure it possesses�

��� Type�categories

For a simply typed algebraic theory we saw in Section � that the relevant
categorical structure on the corresponding classifying category was �nite
products� Here it will turn out to be the more general� property of pos

sessing a terminal object and some pullbacks� To explain which pullbacks
we identify a special class of morphisms in the classifying category of Th �

De�nition ������ If � is a Th
context the collection of �
indexed types
in C��Th� is de�ned to be the quotient of the set of types � such that
� type ��� is a theorem of Th  with respect to the equivalence relation
identifying � and �� just in case � � �� ��� is a theorem of Th � As usual
we will not make a notational distinction between � and the �
indexed type
it determines� Each such �
indexed type has associated with it a projection
morphism represented by the context morphism

��
def
� �x�� � � � � xn� � ��� x � �����

Here x�� � � � � xn are the variables listed in � and x is any other variable�
Note that the object in C��Th� represented by ��� x � �� and the morphism
represented by �� are independent of which particular variable x is chosen�

Lemma ������ Given a morphism � � �� �� � in C��Th� and a ��indexed
type represented by �� then

���� y � ����	x��
��� y�
� ��� x � ��

��

������x�

�

�
� �
�

��

is a pullback square in C��Th��

Proof� Suppose given �� � ������ and ��� � ������� x � �� in C��Th� sat

isfying � � �� � �� � ��� � ������ We have to prove that there is a unique
morphism � � �������� x� � ����	x�� satisfying ������x� � � � �� � ������ and
��� x�� � � � ��� � ������� x � ���

�Since 
nite products can be constructed from pullbacks and a terminal object�
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Now since � � �� � �� � ��� � ����� we must have that the list of terms
��� is of the form �� � ��� N � for some term N for which N � ��� � ���	x� �����
is a theorem of Th � Now since ��� � ���	x� � ����	x�����	x�� �where 	x� is the
list of variables in ��� we get a morphism

�
def
� ���� N � � �������� x� � ����	x��

satisfying

��� x�� � � � ��� x�� � ���� N �

� �� � ��� N �

� ���

and

������x� � � � �	x� � � ���� N �

� ��

as required� If �� � �������� x� � ����	x�� were any other such morphism then
from the requirement ������x� � �

� � �� we conclude that the list �� is of the
form ���� N ��� and then from the requirement ��� x�� � �� � ��� we conclude
further that

N � � N � ����	x�����	x�� �����

is a theorem of Th  so that �� � � � �������� x� � ����	x���

The above Lemma motivates the following de�nition which is essen

tially Cartmell�s �unpublished� notion of �category with attributes��

De�nition ������ A type�category  C is a category possessing a terminal
object � and equipped with the following structure�

� For each object X in C a collection TypeC�X� whose elements will
be called X�indexed types in C�

� For each object X in C operations assigning to each X
indexed type
A an object X n A called the total object of A together with a
morphism

�A � X nA �� X

called the projection morphism of A�

� For each morphism f � Y �� X in C an operation assigning to each
X
indexed type A a Y indexed type f�A called the pullback of A
along X  together with a morphism f n A � Y n f�A �� X n A
making the following a pullback square in the category C�
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Y n f�A
f nA
� X nA

Y

�f�A

�

f
� X
�

�A �����

In addition the following strictness conditions will be imposed on
these operations�

id�XA � A and idX nA � idXnA

g��f�A� � �f � g��A and �f nA� � �g n f�A� � �f � g�nA �

Notation ����	� If C is a type
category and X is a C
object then as usual
C�X will denote the slice category whose objects are the C
morphisms
with codomain X  f � dom�f� �� X  and whose morphisms f �� f �

are C
morphisms g � dom�f� �� dom�f �� satisfying f � � g � f � Identity
morphisms and composition in C�X are inherited from those in C� Note
that for each A � TypeC�X� the projection morphism �A is an object in the
slice category C�X � So we can make TypeC�X� into a category �equivalent
to a full subcategory of C�X� by taking morphisms A �� A� to be C�X

morphisms �A �� �A� �with identities and composition inherited from
C�X��

Proposition ����
� The classifying category� C��Th�� of a dependently
typed algebraic theory Th is a type�category�

Proof� We identi�ed notions of indexed type and associated projection
morphisms for C��Th� in De�nition ����� and veri�ed in Lemma ����� the
existence of pullback squares of the required form ������ The �strictness�
conditions in De�nition ����� are met because of the usual properties of
substitution of terms for variables� Finally note that C��Th� does have a
terminal object namely the �equivalence class of the� empty context � ��

Here are some examples of �naturally
occurring� type
categories�

Example ����� �Sets�� The category Set of sets and functions supports
the structure of a type
category� for each set X  we can take the X
indexed
types to be set
valued functions with domain X � Given such a function
A � X �� Set  the associated total set is the disjoint union

X nA
def
�

�
x�XA�x� � f�x� a� j x � X # a � A�x�g

with projection function �A given by �rst projection �x� a� �� x�
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The pullback of A along a function f � Y �� X is just the composition

f�A
def
� A � f � Y �� Set

which indeed results in a pullback square in Set of the required form �����
and satisfying the strictness conditions with f n A � Y n f�A �� X n A
equal to the function �y� a� �� �f�y�� a��
Note the following property of this example which is not typical of type


categories in general� up to bijection over X� any function with codomain
X� f � Y �� X� can be expressed as the projection function associated with
an indexed type�

f �

�
Y

i
�� X nA

�A�� X

�

where A�x� � fy � Y j f�y� � xg and i�y� � �f�y�� y��

Example ���� �Constant families�� Every category C with �nite prod

ucts can be endowed with the structure of a type
category in which the
indexed types are �constant families�� For each object X in C one de

�nes TypeC�X� to be ObjC  the class of all objects of C� The associated
operations are

X nA
def
� X �A �categorical product�

�A
def
� �� � X �A �� X ��rst projection��

Given f � Y �� X in C and A � TypeC�X� � ObjC  the pullback Y 
indexed
type f�A is just the object A itself and the morphism f nA � Y nf�A ��
X nA is f � idA� This does yield a pullback square in C viz��

Y �A
f � idA

� X �A

Y

��

�

f
� X
�

��

and these pullbacks do satisfy the strictness conditions in De�nition ������
When a category with �nite products is regarded as a type
category in this
way the categorical semantics of simply typed algebraic theories given in
Section � becomes essentially a special case of the semantics of dependently
typed theories to be given below�

Example ����� �Toposes�� The following example is given for readers
familiar with the notion of topos �see the references in Section ��� One
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can make each topos E into a type
category as follows� First note that E is
indeed a category with a terminal object� For each object X � ObjE  de�ne
TypeE�X� to consist of all pairs �A� a� where A � ObjE and a � X�A �� '�
Here ' denotes the codomain of the object classi�er of E  � � � �� '�
Given such an X
indexed type the total object X n �A� a� is given by
forming a pullback square in E �

X n �A� a� � X �A

�
�

�
� '
�

a �����

The projection morphism associated to �A� a� is de�ned by the composition

��A�a� � X n �A� a� �� X �A
���� X �

For any morphism f � Y �� X  f��A� a� is de�ned to be the Y 
indexed
type �A� a � �f � idA��� The pullback square ����� is obtained as the factor

ization through ����� of the corresponding pullback for a � �f � idA�� Ele

mentary properties of pullback squares ensure that the strictness conditions
of De�nition ����� hold without the need for any coherence assumptions
on the chosen pullback operations for E � Traditionally dependently typed
theories have been interpreted in toposes using the locally cartesian closed
structure that they possess whereby the category TypeE�X� of X
indexed
types �cf� ������ is just the slice category E�X � see �Seely �	���� Such
a choice for indexed types yields a �non
strict� type
category structure in
that the strictness conditions of De�nition ����� have to be weakened by
replacing the equalities by coherent isomorphisms� This can lead to compli

cations in the interpretation of type theory� see �Curien �		��� The method
of regarding a topos as a type
category given here achieves the strictness
conditions and side
steps issues of coherence� Given that toposes corre

spond to theories in intuitionistic higher order logic �cf� �Bell �	��� �Mac
Lane and Moerdijk �		��� this example can form the basis for interpreting
dependently typed theories in higher order predicate logic� see �Jacobs and
Melham �		��� However Hofmann ��		�� has recently pointed out that
using a particular construction of B�enabou �for producing a split �bration
equivalent to a given �bration� an arbitrary locally cartesian closed cat

egory E  can be endowed with a more involved notion of X
indexed type
which makes E a type
category �supporting the interpretation of product
sum and identity types� and with TypeE�X� equivalent to E�X �pseudo

naturally in X��
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Example ����� �Split �brations�� Let Cat denote the category of small
categories and functors� We can turn it into a type
category by decreeing
that for each small category C the C
indexed types are functors A �
Cop �� Cat � The associated total categoryCnA is given by a construction
due to Grothendieck�

� An object of C nA is a pair �X�A� with X an object of C and A
an object of A�X��

� A morphism in CnA from �X�A� to �X �� A�� is a pair �x� a� where
x � X �� X � inC and a � A �� A�x��A�� inA�X�� The composition
of two such morphisms �x� a� � �X�A� �� �X �� A�� and �x�� a�� �
�X �� A�� �� �X ��� A��� is given by the pair �x� � x�A�x��a�� � a�� The
identity morphism for the object �X�A� is given by �idX � idA��

The projection functor �A � CnA �� C is of course given on both objects
and morphisms by projection onto the �rst co
ordinate�
The pullback of the indexed type A � Cop �� Cat along a functor

F � D �� C is just given by composing A with F  regarded as a functor
Dop �� Cop� Applying the Grothendieck construction to A and to A �F 
one obtains a pullback square in the category Cat of the required form with
F nA � D n �A � F � �� C n A the functor which acts on objects and
morphisms by applying F in the �rst co
ordinate�
Regarding a set as a discrete category there is an inclusion between the

type
category of Example ����� and the present one� Unlike the previous
example not every morphism in Cat arises as the �rst projection of an
indexed type� Those that do were characterized by Grothendieck and are
known as �split Grothendieck �brations�� As the name suggests these are
a special instances of the more general notion of �Grothendieck �bration��
which would give a more general way of making Cat into a type
category
except that the �strictness� conditions in De�nition ����� are not satis�ed�
See �Jacobs �		�� for more information on the use of Grothendieck �bra

tions in the semantics of type theory�

��� Categorical semantics

We will now give the de�nition of the semantics of the types terms contexts
and context morphisms of Th in a type
category C� In general contexts are
interpreted as C
objects context morphisms as C
morphisms and types
as indexed types in C� Terms as interpreted using the following notion of
�global section� of an indexed type�

De�nition ��	��� Given an object X in a type
category C the global
sections of an X
indexed type A � TypeC�X� are the morphisms a � X ��
X nA in C satisfying �A � a � idX � We will write

a �X A
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to indicate that a is a global section of the X
indexed type A� For any
morphism f � Y �� X  using the universal property of the pullback square
����� we get

f�a �Y f�A

where f�a � Y �� Y n f�A is the unique morphism with �f�A � f�a � idY
and �f nA� � f�a � a � f �

De�nition ��	��� Let Sg be a signature as in Section ���� A structure for
Sg in a type
category C is speci�ed by�

� For each type
valued function symbol s a C
objectXs and an indexed
type As � TypeC�Xs��

� For each term
valued function symbol F  a C
object XF  an indexed
type AF � TypeC�XF � and a global section aF �XF

AF �

Semantics of expressions� Given such a structure we will de�ne four re

lations�

��� ctxt�� � X

��� type ����� � A �X �

��M � � ����� � a � A �X �

��� � ������ � f � X ��X

where the judgements enclosed by �� �� are all well
formed and where X is
a C
object A � TypeC�X� a �X A and f is a morphism from X � to X
in C� These relations are de�ned inductively by the rules in Fig� ��� In
the �rst rule concerning context morphisms h i � X�� denotes the unique
morphism from X to the terminal object� The two rules concerning the
semantics of variables use the following pairing notation�

Notation ��	��� Referring to the pullback square ����� if g � Z �� Y
and h � Z �� X nA are morphisms satisfying f � g � �A � h then

hg� hi � Z �� Y n f�A

will denote the unique morphism satisfying �f�A � hg� hi � g and �f n
A� � hg� hi � h whose existence is guaranteed by the universal property of
the pullback square� Thus for example in this notation the global section
f�a �Y f�A referred to in De�nition ����� is given by the morphism hidY � a�
fi � Y �� Y n f�A�

It is clear from the form of the rules in Fig� �� that the relations they
de�ne are monogenic in the sense that for a judgement J and categorical
structures E and E� if ��J �� � E and ��J �� � E� then E � E� in C� Thus
given a structure for Sg in C the assignments
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Contexts

��� � ctxt�� � �

��� ctxt�� � X ��� type ����� � A �X �

����� x � �� ctxt�� � X nA

Types

��� � ���s�� � f � X�Xs

��s��� type ����� � f�As �X �

Terms

��� ctxt�� � X ��� type ����� � A �X �

��� type ��� x � ���� � ��AA �X nA�

��x � � ��� x � ���� � hidXnA� idXnAi � �
�
AA �X nA�

��� ctxt�� � X ��� type ����� � A �X � ���� type ��� x � ���� � A� �X nA�

��� type ��� x � �� x� � ����� � ��A� � �A��A �X nAnA��

��x � � ��� x � �� x� � ����� � hidXnAnA� � �A�i � ��A� � �A�
�A �X nAnA��

��� � ���F �� � f � X�XF ��� type ����� � f�AF �X �

��F ��� � � ����� � f�aF � f
�AF �X �

Context morphisms

��� ctxt�� � X

��� � � ��� ��� � h i � X��

��� � ������ � f � X ��X ��� type ����� � A �X �

��M � ����	x� ������ � a � f�A �X ��

�����M � � ������ x � ���� � �f nA�� � a � X ��X nA

Fig� ��� Categorical semantics
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� �� ��� ctxt��

��� �� ��� type �����

M���� �� ��M � � �����

������ �� ��� � ������

determine partial functions� We will write ��J ��� to indicate that these
partial functions are de�ned at a particular argument J �

Remark ��	�	� The case when J is x � � � � deserves some comment
since this is the most complicated case in the de�nition of ��J ��� The well

formedness of x � � � � guarantees that x is assigned a type in   i�e� that
 is of the form ��� x � ������ However the presence of type equality judge

ments in the logic means that � is not necessarily syntactically identical
to � � This accounts for the presence of the hypotheses concerning � in the
two rules for this case in Fig� ��� The �rst of these two rules deals with the
case when �� � � � and then the second rule must be applied repeatedly to
deal with general ���

Satisfaction of judgements Next we de�ne what it means for the various
forms of judgement to be satis�ed by a structure for Sg in a type
category
C�

� � ctxt is satis�ed if and only if ��� ctxt����

� � type ��� is satis�ed if and only if ��� type �������

� M � � ��� is satis�ed if and only if ��M � � �������

� � � ���� is satis�ed if and only if ��� � ��������

� � � �� is satis�ed if and only if for some �necessarily unique� object
X

��� ctxt�� � X and ���� ctxt�� � X �

� � � �� ��� is satis�ed if and only if for some �necessarily unique� ob

ject X and X
indexed type A � TypeC�X�

��� type ����� � A �X � and ���� type ����� � A �X � �

� M �M � � � ��� is satis�ed if and only if for some �necessarily unique�
object X  indexed type A � TypeC�X� and global section a �X A

��M � � ����� � a � A �X � and ��M � � � ����� � a � A �X � �

� � � �� � ���� is satis�ed if and only if for some �necessarily unique�
morphism f � X � �� X in C

��� � ������ � f � X ��X and ���� � ������ � f � X ��X �

Suppose Th is a dependently typed algebraic theory� A model of Th
in a type
category C is a structure in C for the underlying signature of
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Th with the property that the collection of judgements satis�ed by the
structure is closed under the rules for the axioms of Th given in Fig� ���

Theorem ��	�
 �Soundness�� The collection of judgements that are sat�
is�ed by a structure in a type�category� C� is closed under the general rules
of dependently typed equational logic given in Fig� �� Consequently� a model
in C of a dependently typed algebraic theory� Th� satis�es all the judgements
which are theorems of Th�

Much as with the corresponding result for simply typed equational logic
the key tool used in proving the above theorem is a lemma giving the
behaviour of substitution in the categorical semantics�

Lemma ��	�� �Semantics of substitution�� Suppose that ��� � ������ �
f � X ��X� Then

��� type ����� � A �X � � ������	x� type ������ � f�A �X ��

��M � � ����� � a � A �X � � ��M ���	x� � ����	x� ������ � f�a � f�A �X ��

���� � �������� � f � � X ���X � � ��� � �� � ������� � f � f � � X ���X �

The generic model of a well�formed theory� Suppose that Th is a depen

dently typed algebraic theory that is well
formed in the sense of De�ni

tion ������ Then the classifying category C��Th� contains a structure G
for the underlying signature of Th � G is de�ned as follows where we use a
notation for the components of the structure as in De�nition ������
The well
formedness of Th implies that for each type
valued function

symbol s with introductory axiom s�	x� type ��s� say �s is a Th
context
and hence determines an object Xs of C��Th�� Then de�ne the Xs
indexed
type As � TypeC��Th��Xs� to be that represented by s�	x� �which is a �s

indexed type because s�	x� type ��s� is a theorem of Th��
For each term
valued function symbol F with introductory axiom F �	x� �

�F ��F � the well
formedness of Th implies that �F type ��F � is a theorem

of Th � Hence �F is a Th
context and hence determines an objectXF
def
� �F

of C��Th�� Then de�ne the XF 
indexed type AF � TypeC��Th��XF � to be
that represented by the �F 
indexed type �F  and de�ne the global section
aF �XF

AF to be the morphism XF �� XF n AF in C��Th� represented
by the Th
context morphism �id�F � F �	x�� � �F �� ��F � x � �F ��
The structure G has the following properties�

� For each judgement �ctxt and C��Th�
objectX  the relation ����� � X
holds if and only if � ctxt is a theorem of Th and X is the object of
C��Th� represented by ��

� For each judgement � type ��� each object X and each X
indexed
type A � TypeC��Th��X� the relation ��� type ����� � A �X � holds if
and only if � type ��� is a theorem of Th  X is the object of C��Th�
represented by � and A is the X
indexed type represented by ��
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� For each judgement M � � ��� each object X and each X
indexed
type A � TypeC��Th��X� and each global section a �X A the relation
��M � � ����� � a � A �X � holds if and only if X is the object of
C��Th� represented by � A is the X
indexed type represented by �
and a is the global section represented by the Th
context morphism
�id��M � � � �� ��� x � ���

� An equality judgement is satis�ed by G if and only if it is a theorem
of Th �

Thus G is a model of Th and a judgement is satis�ed by this model if
and only if it is a theorem of Th �

Remark ��	�� The classifying type
category C��Th� and the generic
model G of a well
formed dependently typed algebraic theory Th have
a universal property analogous to that given for algebraic theories in Theo

rem ����� with respect to a suitable notion of morphism of type
categories�
To go further and develop a correspondence between dependently typed al

gebraic theories and type
categories along the lines of Section ��� one has
to restrict to the subclass of �reachable� type
categories� For note that an
object X in a type
category C can appear as the interpretation of a context
only if for some n � � there is a sequence of indexed types

A� � TypeC���� A� � TypeC��nA��� � � � � An � TypeC��nA� n � � �nAn���

with X � �nA�n � � �nAn� Call C reachable if there is such a sequence for
every C
object� Every classifying category has this property� Conversely
if C is reachable then it is equivalent to C��Th� for a theory in a suitable
�internal language� for C �cf� Section �����

��� Dependent products

The categorical framework corresponding to dependently typed equational
logic that we have given can be used to infer the categorical structure
needed for various dependently typed datatype constructors�much as we
did for simple types in Section �� We will just consider one example here
namely the structure in a type
category corresponding to dependent prod

ucts� The formation introduction elimination and equality rules for de

pendent product types are given in Fig� ��� Equality rules for both �
 and
�
conversion are given� There are also congruence rules for the constructors
(  and ap which we omit �cf� Remark �������
If C is a type
category the existence of the pullback squares ����� allows

us to de�ne a functor between slice categories

��A � C�X �� C��X nA� �����

given by pullback along �A � X nA �� X �
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� type ��� ���x� type ��� x � ��

(��� ��� type ���

M ��x� � ���x� ��� x � ��

�M �� � (��� ��� ���

N � (��� ��� ��� M � � ���

ap�N�M� � ���M� ���

M ��x� � ���x� ��� x � �� M � � ���

ap��M ���M� �M ��M� � ���M� ���

N � (��� ��� ���

N � ��x�ap�N� x�� � (��� ��� ���

Fig� ��� Rules for dependent product types

��A

�
f

g
� f �

�
def
�

�
f nA

hg��f�A�fnAi
� f � nA

�
�

�This de�nition makes use of the pairing notation introduced in �������
Symmetrically there is a functor

f� � TypeC�X� �� TypeC�Y � �����

induced by pullback along f � Y �� X �

f�
�
A

g
� A�

�
def
�

�
f�A

h�f�A�g��fnA�i
� f�A�

�
�

De�nition ��
��� A type
category C has dependent products if for each
X � ObjC  A � TypeC�X� and A� � TypeC�X n A� there is an indexed
type

(�A�A�� � TypeC�X� ���	�

and a morphism in TypeC�X nA�

apA�A� � ��A(�A�A
�� �� A� ������
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satisfying�

� Adjointness Property� ���A�A�� � X n(�A�A�� �� X is the value of
the right adjoint to the pullback functor ����� at �A� � XnAnA� ��
X nA with counit apA�A� � In other words for any f � Y �� X in C
and g � ��A�f� �� �A� in C��X n A� there is a unique morphism in
C�X

cur�g� � f �� ���A�A��

satisfying apA�A� � ��A�cur�g�� � g�

� Strictness Property� For any morphism f � Y �� X in C�

f�(�A�A�� � (�f�A� �f nA��A��

�f nA���apA�A�� � apf�A��fnA��A�

Here f� and �f nA�� are instances of the pullback functors ������

To specify the categorical semantics of dependent product types in such
a type
category we give rules extending the inductively de�ned relation of
Section ����

Formation

��� type ����� � A �X � �����x� type ��� x � ���� � A� �X nA�

��(��� ��� type ����� � (�A�A�� �X �
������

Introduction

��� type ����� � A �X � �����x� type ��� x � ���� � A� �X nA�

��M ��x� � ���x� ��� x � ���� � a� � A� �X nA�

���M �� � (��� ��� ����� � cur�a�� � (�A�A�� �X �

������

Note that the conclusion of this rule is well
formed if the hypotheses are�
For if a� �XnA A� then a� � ��A�idX� � idXnA �� �A� in C�X nA� so we
can apply the Adjointness Property from De�nition ����� to form cur�a�� �
idX �� ���A�A�� which is in particular a global section of (�A�A

���

Elimination

��� type ����� � A �X � �����x� type ��� x � ���� � A� �X nA�

��N � (��� ��� ����� � b � (�A�A�� �X � ��M � � ����� � a � A �X �

��ap�N�M� � ���M� ����� � hidX � apA�A� � ha� bii � a�A� �X �

������

If the hypotheses of this rule are well
formed then a �X A and b �X
(�A�A�� i�e� a � idX �� �A and b � idX �� ���A�A�� in C�X � Since
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�A � a � idX � ���A�A�� � b we can use the pairing operation of ����� to
form

ha� bi � X �� X nAn ��A(�A�A
�� �

Since by de�nition ���
A
��A�A�� � ha� bi � a we get a morphism ha� bi �

a �� ���
A
��A�A�� in C��X n A� and hence by composition a morphism

apA�A� � ha� bi � a �� �A� � Since A � idX � a � �A� � apA�A� � ha� bi the
pairing operation yields a morphism

hidX � apA�A� � ha� bii � X �� X n a�A

whose composition with �a�A� is idX and hence which is a global section
of a�A�� Thus the conclusion of the above rule is well
formed when its
hypotheses are�
With these rules we can extend Theorem ����� to include dependent

product types�

Theorem ��
�� �Soundness�� De�ning satisfaction of judgements as in
Section ���� it is the case that the collection of judgements satis�ed by a
structure in a type�category with dependent products is closed under the
rules in Fig� �� �as well as the general rules of Fig� ���

Thus the structure of De�nition ����� is su�cient for soundly interpret

ing dependent products� On the other hand it is necessary in the sense
that Proposition ����� can be extended as follows�

Proposition ��
��� If Th is a theory in dependently typed equational logic
with dependent product types� then the classifying category C��Th� con�
structed in Section ��� is a type�category with dependent products�

Proof� Referring to De�nition ����� to de�ne ���	� �nd judgements

� ctxt � type ��� ���x� type ��� x � ��

that are theorems of Th and such that X  A and A� are the equivalence
classes of � � and ���x� respectively� Then take (�A�A�� to be the �

indexed type determined by (��� ���� This de�nition is independent of the
choice of representatives� The morphism ������ is that represented by the
Th
context morphism

�id�� x� ap�z� x�� � ��� x � �� z � (��� �
��� �� ��� x � �� x� � ��x�� �

Since ����x���id�� x� ap�z� x�� � id���x��� this does indeed induce a morphism
of the required kind� and once again the de�nition of apA�A� is independent
of the choice of representatives�
The Adjointness Property required for (�A�A�� can be deduced from the

equality rules in Fig� �� and the Stability Property follows from standard
properties of substitution�
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� Further Reading
This section lists some important topics in categorical logic which have not
been covered in this chapter and gives pointers to the literature on them�

Higher order logic The study of toposes �a categorical abstraction of key
properties of categories of set
valued sheaves� and their relationship to set
theory and higher order logic has been one of the greatest stimuli of the
development of a categorical approach to logic� �Mac Lane and Moerdijk
�		�� provides a very good introduction to topos theory from a mathemat

ical perspective� �Lambek and Scott �	�� Part II� and �Bell �	��� give
accounts emphasizing the connections with logic� The hyperdoctrine ap

proach to �rst order logic outlined in Section � can be extended to higher
order logic and such higher order hyperdoctrines can be used to generate
toposes� see �Hyland et al� �	��� �Pitts �	��� �Hyland and Ong �		���

Polymorphic lambda calculus Hyperdoctrines have also been used success

fully to model type theories involving type variables and quanti�cation over
types� �Crole �		� Chps � and �� provides an introduction to the categor

ical semantics of such type theories very much in the spirit of this chapter�

Categories of relations Much of the development of categorical logic has
been stimulated by a process of abstraction from the properties of categories
of sets and functions� However categorical properties of sets and binary
relations �under the usual operation of composition of relations� have also
been in"uential� The book by Freyd and Scedrov ��		�� provides a wealth
of material on categorical logic from this perspective�

Categorical proof theory Both Lawvere ��	�	� and Lambek ��	��� put for

ward the idea that proofs of logical entailment between propositions � � �
may be modelled by morphisms ����� �� ����� in categories� If one is only
interested in the existence of such proofs then one might as well only
consider categories with at most one morphism between any pair of ob

jects i�e� only consider pre
ordered sets� This is the point of view taken in
Section �� However to study the structure of proofs one must consider cat

egories rather than just pre
orders� Lambek in particular has studied the
connection between this categorical view of proofs and the two main styles
of proof introduced by Gentzen �Natural Deduction and Sequent Calculus�
introducing the notion of multicategory to model sequents in which more
than one proposition occurs on either side of the turnstile � � see �Lam

bek �	�	�� This has resulted in applications of proof theory to category
theory for example in the use of cut elimination theorems to prove coher�
ence results� see �Minc �	��� �Mac Lane �	���� In the reverse direction of
applications of category theory to proof theory general categorical machin

ery particularly enriched category theory has provided useful guidelines
for what constitutes a model of proofs in Girard�s Linear Logic �see �Seely
�	�	� �Barr �		�� �Mackie et al� �		�� �Bierman �		���� for example
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in �Benton et al� �		�� such considerations facilitated the discovery of a
well
behaved Natural Deduction formulation of intuitionistic linear logic�

Categorical combinators The essentially algebraic nature of the category
theory corresponding to various kinds of logic and type theory gives rise
to var)iable
free combinatory presentations of such systems� These have
been used as the basis of abstract machines for expression evaluation and
type checking� see �Curien �		�� �Ritter �		���
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